
The recent release of the report on the

economics of climate change commis-

sioned by the British government ([1];

often referred to as the Stern Review)

underscores the urgency of addressing

the issue of human-caused increasing

atmospheric CO2 concentration. Before

the industrial revolution, CO2 levels

were 280 ppm; the current level is over

400 ppm. The Stern Review (and many

other reviews) note that if we continue

on our present course, the CO2 equivalent levels (2)

could approach 600 ppm by 2035 and that if CO2

equivalent levels are not stabilized at the 450–550

ppm level, the consequences could be quite severe

(for a review of those consequences, see the Stern

Review or an apocalyptic 2003 report [3] prepared

for the Pentagon). Furthermore, if we do not act

now, the opportunity to stabilize at even 550 ppm is

likely to “slip away” (1). Long-term stabilization will

require that CO2 emissions ultimately be reduced

“to more than 80% below current levels” (1); such

a reduction will require major changes in how we

operate. 

A major focus of the Stern Review is economics.

(A concise and interesting perspective on climate

change and economics was recently written by

Joseph Stiglitz, an economist who won the Nobel

prize in 2001 [4].) The Stern Review notes that the

implementation of measures to achieve the reduc-

tions required for stabilization are a “major chal-

lenge,” but, if we act quickly, stabilization can be

achieved “at costs that are low in comparison to the

risks of inaction.” One of the reasons

there has not been much progress to

date is that “climate change is the great-

est market failure the world has ever

seen” (1). Market failure refers to the

failure to pay the long-term costs of

releasing CO2. Indeed, with the excep-

tion of Boulder, Colorado, whose citi-

zens recently approved a carbon tax (5),

there are no costs in the United States

for using the atmosphere as a waste dump

for CO2. The atmosphere is being used as a “com-

mons” in the sense discussed by Hardin in the essay

“The Tragedy of the Commons” (6). This market

failure is not surprising: Markets are driven solely by

economic factors, and unless markets are required to

incorporate long-term global costs, they will not do

so. There are signs of change; for example, in a case

now before the Supreme Court, 12 states are suing

the Environmental Protection Agency for not regu-

lating CO2 emissions (7).

Plants are, of course, a carbon-neutral source of

energy that could make a contribution to atmospher-

ic stabilization. But we need to be realistic with

respect to the contributions that certain plant-based

approaches can provide. For example, if the entire

U.S. crop of corn grain was converted into ethanol, it

would meet approximately 15 percent of our current

transportation fuel needs (8). And despite Willie Nel-

son’s enthusiasm (9), our entire vegetable oil crop

would provide much less fuel than corn grain. Clear-

ly, if the United States had not retreated from policies

that mandated and encouraged conservation, we
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might currently be saving more fuel than

that which could be produced with existing

technologies from our current total corn and

vegetable oil outputs. 

As ASPB members know, the most abun-

dant source of plant-derived energy is where

most of the fixed carbon is deposited—the

cell wall. A recent report from the Depart-

ment of Energy, “Breaking the Biological

Barriers to Cellulosic Ethanol” (8), provides a

quantitative assessment of the significant

contribution that cell wall biomass could

make to our energy budget. A key issue dis-

cussed in the report is whether efficient tech-

nologies can be developed to convert cell

wall material into fuels. Progress is likely to

result from a combination of plant breeding,

plant and microbial metabolic engineering,

and chemical engineering. On the plant side

of the equation, for example, a promising

approach is the development of ways to

modify cell wall composition to create a

“feedstock” that is more readily converted

into fuels. Of course, stabilization of CO2

levels will require progress on multiple

fronts. When there are breakthroughs in the

conversion of cell wall biomass to fuels, a

combination of conservation and increased

utilization of other renewable energy sources,

such as wind, photovoltaics, and solar heating,

to name but a few, will also be required. �

Richard Amasino
amasino@biochem.wisc.edu
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2007: Chicago, Illinois
July 7–11

Hilton Chicago

ASPB will hold its 2007 annual

meeting in conjunction with the

Botanical Society of America

(BSA), the American Bryological

and Lichenological Society

(ABLS), the American Fern Soci-

ety (AFS), the American Society

of Plant Taxonomists (ASPT), and

the Phytochemical Society of

North America (PSNA). Visit

www.aspb.org/pb-2007 for

more information.

Plant Biology 2008
Mérida, Mexico
June 27–July 2

Plant Biology 2009
Honolulu, Hawaii

July 18–22

For more information go to
http://www.aspb.org/meetings/
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The Internet has revolutionized scholarly

publishing, and ASPB—like many of its sib-

ling publishers, large and small—is working

hard to determine how best to embrace the

benefits of Internet publishing while avoid-

ing its pitfalls. We feel that ASPB’s unique

position as publisher of two very highly

regarded journals obliges the Society to

innovate. But at the same time, we also have

a responsibility to ensure that ASPB remains

a vibrant organization long into the future.

In light of these twin obligations, ASPB

enthusiastically supports a revolutionary

member-linked Open Access initiative in

Plant Physiology but opposes federal efforts

to pass laws that seek to impose a one-size-

fits-all approach to Open Access publishing.

We feel that such laws are unnecessary and

unwarranted, and we are concerned that they

might financially harm scholarly publishers

(including ASPB), impeding their ability to

innovate.

As a membership organization, it is also

our responsibility to keep ASPB members

and the plant biology community at large

informed about our activities and our con-

cerns regarding new publishing models. To

that end, we have assembled at www.aspb.org/

openaccess/initiative.cfm a list of links to

editorials, newsletter articles, and letters that

ASPB has either developed or, together with

other scholarly publishers, signed on to. In

addition, we have included links to two freely

accessible articles on the promises and perils

of Open Access publishing recently published

by two prominent sibling societies: the

American Society for Cell Biology and the

American Society for Investigative Pathology.

We welcome your comments and ques-

tions, whether regarding Open Access in gen-

eral, ASPB’s current Open Access initiatives,

or its legislative stance. Please feel free to

send any thoughts or feedback to the atten-

tion of Nancy Winchester, director of publi-

cations, at nancyw@aspb.org so that she may

pass it along to us. �

Richard Amasino, President
Michael Thomashow, Past President

Rob McClung, President-Elect
January 2007

ASPB and Open Access Publishing

JOINT ANNUAL MEETING
The American Society of Plant Biologists and

the Sociedad Mexicana De Bioquímica
Rama: Bioquímica y Biología Molecular de Plantas

www.aspb.org/pb-2008

June 27–July 2, 2008

Save the date!
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Attention: International Members Attending Plant Biology & Botany 2007

Dear ASPB International Member:

I’d like to take a moment of your time to let you know that at ASPB’s request, the U.S. Department of State has added ASPB’s 2007

annual meeting, Plant Biology & Botany 2007, to its register of approved international scientific meetings. This means that information

regarding Plant Biology & Botany 2007 has been sent to U.S. consular offices worldwide, which should help expedite visa processing for

individuals planning to attend the meeting. Even so, it is still important for you to begin your visa application process 4 to 5 months in

advance of your planned travel date—i.e., no later than February—if you intend to join us in Chicago, July 7–11.

With registration and abstract submission opening in January 2007, you have extra time to obtain a letter of invitation from ASPB

and take advantage of early-bird pricing at http://www.aspb.org/pb-2007. Many countries require a letter from ASPB as part of the visa

application. To obtain a letter, just visit http://www.aspb.org/meetings/letterform.cfm. To find out more about abstract submission, go

to http://www.aspb.org/pb-2007/abstracts/.

To obtain the latest information on visa-processing times at your location, you may wish to visit this new feature on the U.S. Depart-

ment of State’s website: http://travel.his.com/visa/tempvisitors_wait.php. Scroll to the bottom of the page, select your city from the

drop-down menu, and hit the “get wait times” button. The system will instantly tell you the current wait time for visa processing at that

location. Please note, though, that this wait time does not include additional time that you need to allow for setting up an interview

with a consular official or completing the application process.

You can find additional tips from ASPB’s Visa Information web pages  (http://www.aspb.org/meetings/visainfo.cfm). Check these

pages regularly for updated information and advice.

ASPB has been working hard to make it easier for plant scientists from outside the United States to attend our meetings. I hope you

will consider responding to our efforts by making your own plans to attend the meeting in Chicago, and I look forward to meeting each

of you there.

Best regards,

Crispin Taylor, Executive Director

Chairperson of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology 

Michigan State University invites applications and seeks nominations for a Chairperson of the Department of Biochemistry and Mol-

ecular Biology. An outstanding scientist is sought to provide leadership that capitalizes on, but is not limited to, existing areas of

research strength in genes and signaling, plant biochemistry, and structural and computational biology. Evidence of leadership in

interdisciplinary research is an important qualification. It is anticipated that the candidate will contribute to and build upon the highly

collaborative research atmosphere within the department and among the science departments, many of which are located in adjacent

buildings. A growing medical science community offers additional research opportunities. State-of-the-art support facilities are avail-

able to enhance the new chairperson’s research program.

The selected individual will be an experienced scholar with a vigorous well-funded research program and creative ideas for strength-

ening undergraduate and graduate programs (the department has 300 undergraduate majors and more than 100 graduate students).

More information about the department is available at http://www.bmb.msu.edu.

Applications will start being reviewed on January 15, 2007, and will continue to be considered until a suitable candidate is identified.

Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Send cover letter and C.V., including the names of three individuals who could be

contacted for a recommendation, to: 

Lee Kroos

Chairperson Search Committee

Biochemistry and Molecular Biology

Michigan State University

East Lansing, MI 48824-1319

bmbsrch@msu.edu
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Congratulations to 14 ASPB members who were elected 2006 Fellows of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. They will be

recognized for their distinguished accomplishments February 17, 2007, at the Fellows Forum during AAAS’s annual meeting in San Francisco. 

ASPB Members Elected 2006 Fellows of AAAS

Molly Jahn
University of Wisconsin–
Madison

Breeding New Veg-
etable Varieties for Use
Around the World, and
for Gene Discovery in
Crop Plants with a
Focus on Economically
Important Plant Traits

Eleanore T. Wurtzel
Lehman College, The
City University of New
York

Provitamin A Biosyn-
thesis in Cereal Crops

Pamela C. Ronald

University of
California, Davis

Plant Innate Immunity,
Creative Methods for
Sharing Biotechnology
with Developing
Countries

Shou-wei Ding
University of
California, Riverside

Viral Pathogenesis
and Host Defense

Biological Sciences

Pamela J. Green
Delaware Biotechnol-
ogy Institute

Post-Transcriptional
Mechanisms

John J. Harada
University of
California, Davis

Molecular Functions
Affecting Embryo and
Seed Development

Kenneth Keegstra
Michigan State
University

Plant Cell Wall
Biosynthesis

Donald T. Krizek
U.S. Department of
Agriculture

Distinguished Contri-
butions to Plant Physi-
ology in Photoperiod
Research and the
Direction of Programs
in Sustainable Agri-
culture

Julian I. Schroeder
University of
California, San Diego

Ion Channel Classes
and Transport

Shauna Somerville
Stanford University

Plant–Pathogen
Penetration Resis-
tance

Elizabeth
Van Volkenburgh
University of
Washington

Physiological Mecha-
nisms Driving Light-
Stimulated Leaf
Expansion

Daniel F. Voytas
Iowa State University

Plant Genomics and
Transposable Elements

Clifford F. Weil
Purdue University

Transposable Ele-
ment Interactions
with Host Cell DNA
Repair Machinery

Martin Yanofsky
University of
California, San Diego

Genetic Control of
Flower and Fruit
Development
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Srinivasa Chaluvadi
Kam Ho Chan
Ambika Chandra
Ratnesh Chaturvedi
Francois Chaumont
Chin-Fun Chen
Kuang-Yu  Chen
Ming Chen
Tingsu Chen
Xuemei Chen
Zhongying Chen
Zong-Ming (Max) Cheng
Siu Chung Cheung
Su-Fen Chiang
Hyojin Cho
Misuk Cho
Yong  Eui Choi
Dinesh Christendat
Alan C. Christensen
Cory A. Christensen
Sivanandan Chudalayandi
Watchalee Chuenchor
Hoo Sun Chung
Jung-Sung Chung
Tatiana L. Cirico
Marie M. Clark
Adrian K. Clarke
Ann M. Clements
Gitta L. Coaker
Jeremy E. Coate
Jean-Christophe Cocuron
Jonathan G. Collett
Andrew I. Collins-Hed
Fabiana Consolo
Clarice J. Coyne
David J. Craik
Marlene K. Cross
Valerie M. Crowley
Jorge A. Da Silva
Chon Nam Dae, Sr.
Jeremy L. Dahmen
Carmine Damiano
Maheshi Dassanayake
Martin De Vos
Mingqi Deng
Ying Deng
Shivakumar P. Devaiah
Paul F. Devlin
Jane G. DeWitt
Andrew Diener
Uday Divi
Anirudha R. Dixit
Harshavardhan Doddapaneni
Sarah M. Dohle
Frank G. Dohleman
Valerian V. Dolja
Malia A. Dong
Sinead Drea
Geoffrey Duby
Indrajit Dutta

Jon P. Duvick
Somya Dwivedi
Anna Edlund
Christine Ellis
Philippe Ellul
Cawas B. Engineer
Ingo Ensminger
Jose M. Estevez
Moriah R. Eustice
Ahmed Faik
Vasiliki Falara
Evelyn Farfan
Naser Farrokhi
Shanna Moore Fellman
Jiuhuan Feng
Rafael A. Ferreyra
Merce Figueras
Teresa  B. Fitzpatrick
Hartmut Foerster
Ombretta Foresti
Brunner Frederic
Byron E. Froman
Lai Hong Fu
Yan Fu
Satoshi Fujii
Mitsue Fukui
Michael M. Gabor
David Gagneul
Michael Galante
Pascal Gamas
Sridevi Ganapathi
Ming Gao
Ming-Jun Gao
Xiquan Gao
Paul E. Gerard
Arnaud D. Germain
Naomi Geshi
Faezeh Ghanati
Gokarna B. Gharti-Chhetri
Miriam L. Gifford
Jason D. Gillman
Sarah J. Gilmour
Tatsuaki Goh
Nancy A. Goldfarb
Fernando Gomez-Merino, Sr.
Angela G. Gontijo, Sr.
Elena Baena Gonzalez
Eliana Gonzales-Vigil
Esther M. Gonzalez
Suresh Gopalan
Michael A. Gore
Anna Gorska
Billie A. Gould
Kate L. Gridley
Leslie B. Grist
Xiaogang  Gu
Christian N. Guerrero
Satish Guttikonda
Tanos G. Hage
E William Hamilton
Ulrich Z. Hammes
Fangpu Han
Sang Eun Han
Maureen E. Hansen
Frank Harmon
Miyoshi Haruta
Mimi Hashimoto
Elizabeth Haswell
Rie Hatanaka
Shinpei Hayashi
Nobuaki Hayashida

Xin-Jian He
Claire A. Hemingway
John K. Hemphill
Georgina Hernandez
Amy E. Hetrick
Kristy R. Hicks
Terri J. Hildebrand
Maud Hinchee
Takashi Hirayama
Cheng-Hsun Ho
Martin F. Hohmann-Marriott
Meghan  M. Holdorf
Eric B. Holub
Wai-Foong Hong
Carey L.H. Hord
Satoshi Hoshina
Takashi Hotta
Zhihua Hua
Tengfang Huang
Wei-Ning Huang
Yiding Huang
Timothy J. Hudelson
Kevin Hultine
Kai Foong Hung
Kimberly Hunt
Mainul Husain
Youbong Hyun
Alberto B. Iandolino
Douglas G. Ibrahim
Jong Hee Im
Hiroyuki Imai
Muhammad Imran
Emily Indriolo
Craig  M. Ingram
Eugenia Ioannidi
Hirofumi Ishihara
Maria G. Ivanchenko
Riffat Jabeen
Brenda L. Jackson
Iver Jakobsen
Hae-Sun Jang
Marcel AK Jansen
Robert L. Jarret
Pinja Jaspers
Sastry S. Jayanty
Asokan Jayaraman
Li Jiang, Jr.
Yiwei Jiang
Hailing Jin
Carol Johnson
Deborah A. Johnson
Scott Johnson
Eric H. Jones
Harris Jones
Beth Judy
Thomas Juenger
Ki-hong Jung
Jyoti Jyoti
Suresh B. Kadaru
Sateesh Kagale
Aparna Kakani
Venu Kalavacharla
Pramod Kaitheri Kandoth
Hui Kang
KwonKyoo Kang
Li Kang
Mi-Young Kang
Nick Kaplinsky
Vidyadhar M. Karmarkar
Palanichelvam Karuppaiah, Sr.
Ruediger Kaspera

My Abdelmajid Kassem
Ramesh Katam
Hideki Kato
Naohiro Kato
Ehud Katz
Harinder Kaur
Navneet Kaur
Adam R. Kavalier
Yukio Kawamura
Sarah L. Keith
Edward J. Kennelly
Shazia A. Khan
Hyoung Seok Kim
Joonyul Kim
Kyoung-Nam Kim, Sr.
Min Chul Kim
Sang Hee Kim
Sang-Jin Kim
Seonhwa Kim
Sun T. Kim
Yukwang Kim
Chokchai Kittiwongwattana
Ann N. Kleinschmidt
John Klingler
Vincent P. Klink
Jessica M. Koczan
Yingzhen Kong
Simeon O. Kotchoni
Frank A. Kovacs
Amy T. Ku
Benke Kuai
David S. Kubien
Joerg Kudla
Reinhard Kunze
Sundaram Kuppu
Agnes Kwok
Hsuan Hung Lai
J.J.M. Lambalk
Jose P. Lara-Avila
Aurora Lara-Nunez
Ashverya Laxmi
David Lee
Jeonghwa Lee
Joohyun Lee
Joohyun Lee
Ju Young Lee
Mi Young Lee
Rosy Lee
Julia Legen
Sandor Lenk
Hoi Ching Leung
Chengxia Li
Guangle Li
Hongye Li
Kejian Li
Ming Li
Rong Li
Tamara Li
Wei Li
Alayew Ligaba
Grace L. Lin
Li Lin
Ya-Fen Lin
Michael Lindenbaum
Veronica Lira-Ruan
Amy Litt
Marcy Litvak
Hongtao Liu
Hsiang-Chin Liu
Jianxin Liu
Ziping Liu

Welcome, Newest Members!
ASPB is pleased to honor the following individuals as joining ASPB in 2006. We hope that you continue to benefit from your membership for
many years. Contact us at info@aspb.org if you have any questions.
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Gabriel Lizama, Sr.
Dayna Loeffler
Michele Loewen
Alex B. Lopez
Rachel V. Loranger
Clifford J. Louime
John Love
Hua Lu
Yongxian Lu
Kerry A. Lutz
Sangbom M. Lyi
Ken J. Maas
Brittany MacLean
Sohrab Maddahi
Kavitha Madishetty
Hiroshi Maeda
Titus O. Magomere
Christopher A. Maher
Rajtilak Majumdar
Zora Maliga
Paul Mangum
Hironori Mano
Lucy Mansfield
Ellen L. Martin-Tryon
Jaime F. Martinez-Garcia
Susete M. Martins-Dias
Stefanie A. Maruhnich
Takehiro Masumura
Ulrike Mathesius
Kristie O. Matsumoto
Michael Mazourek
Shauna A. McCabe
James G. McCarthy
Ryan L. McCarthy
Kate McCulloh
Harriet Goodchild McWatters
Shiri Melech-Bonfil
Yulia Melnikova
Wieslawa I. Mentzen
Ying Miao
Michael V. Mickelbart
Anthony J. Miller
Sarah Miller
Yves Millet
Todd C. Mockler
Charles P. Moehs
Lorena B. Moeller
Saleem Mohammed
Amitabh Mohanty
Sridev Mohapatra
Marisa Noura Momoli, Sr.
Omar Monzon
Jennifer Moon
Etsuko N. Moriyama
Brad Morris
Janet Morrison
Joe B. Morrissey
Tiffany Moss
Reiko Motohashi
Bruno O. Mueller
Jonathan E. Mueser
Riyadh M. Muhaidat
Juan Gualberto Colli Mull, Jr.
Naveed Murtaza
Greg Nadzan
Miwa Nagae
Satish Nagaraj
Nozomi Nagata
Kusum Naithani
Yoshihiko Nanasato
Maria Navarro
Nihar R. Nayak
Carolyn Neal
Krishna S. Nemali
Purnima Neogi
H. Ekkehard Neuhaus
Njabulo B. Ngwenyama

Scott J. Nicholson
Sarah E. Nilson
Shuh-ichi Nishikawa
Ko Noguchi
Melissa Nolan
Heather M. Nonhebel
Nishimura Noriyuki
Marta Nosarzewski
Hatsumi Nozue
Anna A. Nugent
Kazuhiro Ohtsu
Naoko Ohtsu
Haruko Okamoto
Diane Jofuku Okamuro
Marcella Olave
Mitsuo Omura
Colin M. Orians
Irina Orlovas
Colin P. Osborne
Sophie Paillard
Thangavel Palaniswamy
Christine M. Palmer
Judith Paltiel
Daniel C. Pan
Hongbo Pan
Yana M. Panciera
G. Panizales
Dilip R. Panthee
Janet M. Paper
Alexander Paredez
Nadine Paris
Eunsook Park
Mehea Park
Sang-Wook Park
Sivakumar Pattathil
Pradyut K. Paul
Bibin Paulose
Markus Pauly
Kanchan Pavangadkar
Thomas Payne
Hui-Mei Peng
Xinxiang X. Peng
Florian Peschke
Artur J.P. Pfitzner
Bpantamars Phadungchob
Markus Piotrowski
Nicola T. Pitsch
Jon K. Pittman
Eileen C. Piwarzyk
Anneke Prins
Tracy Punshon
Yuan Qin
Lolita A. Qouta
Li Quan
Vera M. Quecini
Edgar Quero
Colin F. Quinn
Rebeca Quinonez-Pinon
R. Michael Raab
Murali M.K. Raghavendra Rao
Manish Raizada
John Ralph
Steven G. Ralph
John S. Ramsey
Sarah Ratzel
Elizabeth A. Ray
Catherine J. Rayon
Kelly M. Reeves
Erin MacNeal Rehrig
Stuart Reichler
Edwin J. Reidel
Yarmilla Reinprecht
Dongtao Ren, Sr.
Liya Ren
David Renak
Vistor Resco
Ivan Alejandro L. L. Reyna

Charles F. Rice
Jennifer H. Richens
Uwe Richter
Oscar Riera-lizarazu
Tomaz Rijavec
Julie Ann Ritchie
Boakai Robertson
Heather R. Robinson
Mario Rocha Sosa
Dolores Rodriguez
Manuel Rodriguez-Concepcion
Cesar D. Rodriguez Lopez
Francisco J. Romera
Becky J. Roper
Sergio Rosales-Mendoza
Cliff Ross
Parvathi Rudrabatla
Thimmaraju Rudrappa
Angelica C. Ruiz-Font
Justin B. Runyon
Mariana Rutitzky
Suzy M. Ryan
Ari Sadanandom
Einat Sadot
Tammy Sage
Sangha Saha
Bruno Saint-Jean
Neeraj S. Salathia
Adela M. Sanchez-Moreiras
Francisco J. Sandoval
Jiri Santrucek
Kami Sardashti
Nageh Sardesai
Amelie Saumonneau
Sigal Savaldi-Goldstein
Elizabeth A. Savory
Andrea L. Scarpa
Ines Schauvinhold
Adam J. Schmidt
Aaron J. Schmitz
Rachel S. Schnur
Kathrin Schrick
Alexander Schulz
Patricia J. Schulz
Karyn D. Scissum Gunn
Eran Segal
Gerrit Segers
Hiroyuki Sekimoto
Sankari Selvaraj
Eunjoo Seo
Fariba Shahmir
Hui Shao, Sr.
Nilesh C. Sharma
Orit Shaul
David J. Sheerin
Hui Shen
Chen Shi
Chun Hat Shih
Ying Si
Mahbuba K. Siddiqua
Rudiger Simon
Thierry Simonneau
Senay Simsek
Alison Sinclair
Abhay Singh
Madan P. Singh
Sasha Singh
Smita Singh
Eric L. Singsaas
Alok K. Sinha
Kimberley Snowden
Eun-Ju J. Sohn
Wan Song
Wisuwat Songnuan
Ruth E. Soria-Guerra
Bryon Sosinski
Simon G. Southerton

Francesca Sparla
Abhishek K. Srivastava
Avinash C. Srivastava
Livia Stavolone
Joshua C. Stein
Andrew A. Stergio
Severin Stevenson
Ramon Suarez-Rodriguez, Sr.
Erika A. Sudderth
Sumiko Sugaya
Jinyue Sun
Xiaodong Sun
Sabarinath Sundaram
Bjorn Sundberg
Jwa Kyung Sung
Sibum Sung
Wunrada Surat
Walter P. Suza
Alton G. Swennes
Aise H. Taban
Kana Takahashi
Seiji Takahashi
Yohei Takahashi
Hirotoki K. Takemasa
Atsushi Takemiya
Adam Takos
Jefferson M. Taliaferro
Venkatappa R. Talla
Sage L. Tammy
Haruhiko Taneda
Fariha Tanwir
Rachel Teat
Yi-Shan Teng
Katherine M. Terdich
Neera Tewari-Singh
Shivegowda Thammannagowda
Dorothea Tholl
Lyndsey M. Thoma
Martine Thomas
Alexandra M. Thorn
Camille Tipton
Sivananda V. Tirumalaraju
Christophe P. Tissier
Javad Torabinejad
Sergio R. Trejo-Estrada
Joanna Tripp
Vincent Trivigno
Rebecca  J. Trueman
Yu-Chang Tsai
Atsunari Tsuchisaka
Chie Tsutsumi
Tan D. Tuong
John Turner
Mary S. Tyler
Takahisa Ubukata
Joshua A. Udall
Tomohiro Uemura
Shai Ufaz
Ewa Urbanczyk-Wochniak
Virginia Ursin
Shraddha S. Vadvalkar
Andrew M. Vahabzadeh-Hagh
Judith E. Van de Mortel
Wim Van Ieperen
Geeteeca Vanaik
Radomira Vankova
Hemanth K. N. Vasanthaiah
Veena Veena
Marcus A. Vinje
Kevin Vogel
Rony Wallach
Yashitola J. Wamboldt
Bing-Bing Wang
Changlin Wang
Dong Wang
Enhua Wang
Huei-Jing Wang

Lin Wang
Ning Wang
Xinwang Wang
Yin Wang
Mark E. Warner
Henriette Weber
Jiangqi Wen
Asela Wijeratne
Jeyarany Wijeyesinghe
Olivia Wilkins
Carleta A. Williams
Savannah Y. Williams
Valerie Williamson
Aaron J. Windsor
Felisa Wolfe-Simon
Jongchan Woo
Brittany Wood
Grant N. Woronuk
Kungsheng Wu
Shuang Wu
Shuiqin Wu
Xia Wu
Yu Yi Wu
Shunyuan Xiao
Qi Xie, Sr.
Zhongyu Xie
Zidian Xie
Denghui Xing
Chenping Xu, Sr.
Fuyu Xu
Xiaodong Xu
Xinjia Xu
Yan Xu
Zeinab Yadegari
Kosumi Yamada
Mineo Yamaguchi
Tomokazu Yamazaki
Yuanxin Yan, Sr.
Chunling Yang
Huijun Yang
Joyce C. Yang
Sukhwan S. Yang
Zhuping Yang
Hagai Yasuor
Yuan-Yeu Yau
Mohammad Yazdani
Inhwa Yeam
Xiaoping Yi
Yanhai Yin
Tomosaburo Yokoyama
Hiro Yonekawa
Connie Yoon
Tomo Yoshida
Yasmin Younas
Joey M. Youngblood
Chunhui Yu
Hyun Young Yu
Kun Yuan
Myoung-Hui Yun
Adel Zarei
Viktor Zarsky
Baohong Zhang
Feng Zhang
Jianzhi Jenny Zhang
Jingyu Zhang
Juan Zhang
Taifang Zhang
Yi Zhang
Yizhu Zhang
Bin Zhao
Xin Zhou
Yun Zhou
Huifen Zhu
Esther Zuniga-Sanchez
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Special Plenary Speaker

Judge John E. Jones III

American Fern Society • American Society of Plant Biologists • American Society of Plant Taxonomists • Botanical Society of America

http://www.aspb.org/pb-2007

In 2005 Judge John E. Jones III presided

over the landmark case Kitzmiller v. Dover

School District, after which he held that it

was unconstitutional to teach Intelligent

Design within a public school science cur-

riculum. He will address attendees of the

2007 meeting immediately following

opening addresses by the presidents of

ASPB and the Botanical Society of America. 

Judge Jones began his service as a U.S.

district judge on August 2, 2002. He is the

21st judge to sit in the Middle District of

Pennsylvania. He was appointed to his

current position by President George W.

Bush in February 2002 and was unani-

mously confirmed by the U.S. Senate on

July 30, 2002. 

In November 1994, Pennsylvania Gov-

ernor-Elect Tom Ridge named Judge

Jones as a cochair of his transition team.

Subsequently, in May 1995, Governor

Ridge nominated Judge Jones to fill a

vacancy on the Pennsylvania Liquor Con-

trol Board, which is the largest state

liquor monopoly in the United States.

After Judge Jones’s unanimous confirma-

tion by the Pennsylvania State Senate,

Governor Ridge appointed him chairman

of the board. Judge Jones served as chair-

man of the Pennsylvania Liquor Control

Board for a total of seven years and two

months, until he assumed his current

duties. During his tenure on the Liquor

Control Board, Judge Jones implemented

substantial changes in liquor licensing

procedures designed to both streamline

and shorten the process, including use of

the Internet to apply for and renew

liquor licenses. He managed a workforce

of more than 4,000 people and adminis-

tered a budget in excess of $1 billion.

Judge Jones also gained national atten-

tion in the area of alcohol education,

with particular emphasis on underage

drinking at college campuses and drunk

driving. In November 2000, his contribu-

tions were recognized when he received

the Government Leadership Award from

the National Commission Against Drunk

Driving in Washington, DC. At the time

of his appointment to the bench, he was

a board member, and president-elect, of

the National Alcohol Beverage Control

Association. 

Judge Jones has received the Distin-

guished Alumnus Award from the Dickin-

son School of Law, as well as an honorary

doctorate in law and public policy from

Dickinson College. In May 2006 he was

named by Time as one of the 100 most

influential people in the world. Judge

Jones has also received a Rave Award for

Policy from Wired. In 2006 he was the

recipient of the first John Marshall Judicial

Independence Award, which will be pre-

sented annually by the Pennsylvania Bar

Association.

He has presided over several notewor-

thy and high-profile cases. In 2003 he

struck down portions of Shippensburg

University’s speech code on the basis that

it violated the First Amendment’s free

speech guarantee. In that same year he

ruled, in a decision later affirmed by the

U.S. Supreme Court, that the U.S. Depart-

ment of Agriculture’s statute assessing

milk producers in order to fund advertis-

ing, including the Milk Mustache/got

milk® campaign, did not infringe the free

speech rights of the producers.

In 2005 Judge Jones presided over the

landmark case Kitzmiller v. Dover School

District. �

Plenary Address, Sunday, July 8, 7:30 pm, Hilton Chicago

JULY 7 THROUGH JULY 11, 2007 • HILTON CHICAGO, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Women in Plant Biology

Joining the “Real World”

I still remember the first time I set foot into

the office building on Theobald’s Road, the

London home of Elsevier’s life science review

journals. A sign at the entrance said “Couriers

please use back entrance for deliveries” and

while moving slowly through the impressive

entry hall, I kept wondering if I would be

directed to the back entrance. The reason for

my concern was that I did not naturally blend

in with the smartly dressed crowd entering the

building. With my cycling outfit, complete with

helmet and backpack, I could easily be mistaken

for one of the many cycle couriers operating

in London. As a matter of fact, I was looking

for Elsevier’s post room to hand deliver my

written test for the editor’s position of Trends

in Plant Science. At the same time I just could-

n’t take my eyes off the glass structure opening

up before me. Sunlight was streaming in

through the glass roof, and eight floors of open-

plan offices seemed to be suspended in mid-

air. Glass footbridges spanning the hall at every

floor reminded me of a scene from Star Wars. 

The Path Ahead 

It had all started two years earlier when I

made the decision to leave the bench and

actively consider alternative science careers.

Until this point I had followed what seemed

to be a pretty straight line, with bachelor’s and

master’s degrees in biology and a PhD in mol-

ecular biology and plant science. Life at the

bench seemed to suit me, so I moved from

Germany to England for postdocs in plant

science and animal cell biology. About one

year into the second postdoc, I started to

consider other options for the future. The

next step in the natural progression did not

seem quite so natural to me. I had been for-

tunate enough to work in excellent research

groups, my publication record was nothing to

be ashamed of, and I very much enjoyed

working at the bench. Nevertheless I couldn’t

quite see myself running a research group. So

what alternatives were actually open to me

besides running gels and preparing DNA?

Decision Time

My second postdoc position was at Univer-

sity College London (UCL), then one of the

few places in the United Kingdom featuring

a useful career advice center. I took a crash

course on transferable skills, and with new-

found confidence in my abilities I started

browsing the job pages in the local papers.

A part-time position for native German

speakers caught my eye. Only one week and

a short test later I was working a few hours

a week translating medical and agricultural

patent applications from German into Eng-

lish. This seemed to be a step in the right

direction. I was using my scientific expertise

but also had a first taste of working outside

academia. However, most importantly, this

helped me with further networking, and I

soon had a second part-time position in

publishing. The rest, as they say, is history.

My postdoc position came to an end, and

when the editor’s position for Trends in

Plant Science was advertised I felt it had my

name written all over it. The timing was

perfect: The office was only 10 minutes

away from my current location at UCL, and

by now I had a real taste for working in

publishing. As a student I had been a keen

reader of TiBS (Trends in Biochemical Sci-

ences), and the thought of possibly running

a Trends journal was a dream come true.

Key Skills 

Needless to say, the job interview went well

(not turning up in cycling shorts certainly

helped), and I am now looking back on six

years of being at the helm of Trends in Plant

Science. Within two years, I was fortunate

enough to be offered a promotion to man-

aging editor and currently manage 12 Trends

editors, somewhat ironic considering that I

had not been able to see myself leading a

research group. My core job is still the run-

ning of Trends in Plant Science; however, I

am also overseeing the recruitment, mentor-

ing, and training of new editors as well as

setting the business objectives for more

senior editors. It has been an amazing jour-

ney, and although it might all sound like a

natural path taken, I did have to overcome

several obstacles.. To mention but one, I had

to work hard to polish my English language

skills, and I doubt that I will ever be finished

learning on that front. If I had to nominate

the three key skills that helped me succeed in

publishing, they would be organizational

skills, the ability to multitask, and diploma-

cy. My organizational skills have enabled me

to make the most of opportunities and to

take on new responsibilities when I thought

I couldn’t possibly squeeze in any more

tasks. Multitasking is simply the only way to

survive the relentless schedule of a monthly

publication, and diplomacy is very helpful

for people management and when dealing

with authors, referees, or other external con-

tacts.

New Adventures Ahead

Some things have not changed since my first

day on Theobald’s Road. I still enter the

building in cycling shorts, weather permit-

ting. My first look is still up to the glass roof

every time I walk across the entry hall. Six

years of searching for the latest trends, trav-

elling to dozens of conferences, and meeting

many hundreds of scientists have not damp-

ened my enthusiasm for the job in any way.

On the contrary, these are the highlights of

the editor’s life.

I have described my path away from the

bench into an exciting new career in pub-

lishing. When asked if I have ever looked

back, I have always replied “not for a second,”

and I still stand by that statement. This was

the right move for me. I love my job, and I

still have to pinch myself sometimes to

believe that I am not just dreaming. Howev-

er, this type of job is not for everyone.

Working in publishing is relentless, the

schedule can be punishing, and the deadlines

very stressful. The ability to multitask and

prioritize is vital, and good stress manage-

Outside the Ivory Tower

continued on page 17
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The Challenges of
Research in Paradise

Heavily touristed as Thailand is, few travelers

step off the bus between Bangkok and Laos

long enough to experience Thailand’s largest

region, the agricultural northeast. These 19

provinces, collectively known as Issan, are

dominated by flat verdant rice fields where

poor farmers struggle to carve out a living in

Thailand’s forgotten backyard. The city of

Nakhon Ratchasima—more commonly

known as Khorat—is the gateway to Issan

and home of Suranaree University of Tech-

nology (SUT). It is also the place that for the

past 12 years ASPB member James Ketudat

Cairns has called home.

Cairns, or “Dr. Jim,” as his students refer to

him, begins his day around 5 a.m. with a run

through the campus forest. Donning a cap he

received after winning the Fun Run during

Plant Biology 2005 in Seattle, he sets off early

to avoid the oppressive sun, which inevitably

rises before he reaches his morning finish line.

Cairns grew up in rural eastern Oregon and

headed south for a PhD in biology at the Uni-

versity of California San Diego, where he

developed as a protein biochemist within a

mammalian system. After finishing, he moved

to Thailand with his wife Mariena Ketudat

Cairns, who owed the Thai government four

years of scholarship service. The couple land-

ed in Khorat, and Jim switched fields to study

the biochemistry of plants and is now an asso-

ciate professor in

the Department of Biochem-

istry at SUT, while his wife is a member of

the Department of Biotechnology faculty on

the same campus.

In a country where scientists are promot-

ed and monetarily rewarded for pursuing

administrative positions and where little

research and infrastructure investment trick-

les out of Bangkok, maintaining a competi-

tive research group is a huge challenge, espe-

cially for a non-Thai “outsider.” Fortunately,

Jim was able to find support and encourage-

ment from accomplished Thai researchers

such as Professor Jisnuson Svasti, with whom

he collaborates on much of his work.

Besides being faced with a new language

(in which he is now fluent) and different

educational and political systems, Jim has

found more subtle challenges in the labora-

tory. For example, his department received

funding from an international development

program to get an HPLC-mass spectrometer.

But by the time the funds squeezed through

the bureaucratic red tape, the specified

model was so out-of-date that they could not

get the software to run it. And without the

equipment and license to use radioactive

isotopes, even something as “vanilla” as a

Southern Blot can be a challenge. “You can’t

order a chemical and get it the next day,” Jim

points out. “If you are

lucky, it takes three weeks;

if you are unlucky, you

wait three months.”

In “the middle of nowhere, Thailand,” you

have to be especially stubborn to move your

research program along and stay competitive

internationally. “You have to be motivated

enough to get past the hardships,” Jim says

matter-of-factly. “Molecular biology and bio-

chemistry are moving so fast that with our

limited resources, by the time we get up to

speed on something, it is often considered

trivial.”

“As a foreigner, I have to work extra hard,

because I want to be a part of the international

community,” Jim says. He joined ASPB ini-

tially because he wanted access to the jour-

nals, and at the time the SUT library did not

subscribe. But his membership with the Soci-

ety also helps him feel connected interna-

tionally despite his relative isolation.

In spite of the hardships, Jim’s group is

making significant progress characterizing

the structure and function of their favorite

proteins, the 35 b-glucosidases in rice. And in

a recent ranking of universities by the Office

of Higher Education Commission, SUT

ranked third in research functions among

universities in Thailand.

ASPB’s 2005 AAAS Mass Media Fellow Sarah Nell Davidson is

sending a series of “postcards” back to the ASPB News as she spends

the current academic year abroad doing research for her PhD thesis.

Greetings from

Nakhon Ratchasima, Thailand

Postcards from Sarah

continued on page 14

“Dr. Jim” and his graduate students take a break from their
experiments to pose for a photo.

The city gate of
Khorat, home of
Suranaree University
of Technology.

A typical rice field in Northeast Thailand.
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A Plea for a Wider Ethical Responsibility
The several ASPB News contributions by

Dina Mandoli have constructively helped

define the ethical responsibilities between

scientists. I suggest that there now is a serious

need for an extension of our concerns to a

wider range of ethical responsibilities.

Historically, ethical responsibilities were

limited to ethical relations between people,

with such moral values as defined in the

Golden Rule and in the Ten Command-

ments. George Marsh (1864) expanded our

ethical awareness to include a concern for all

living things. Aldo Leopold (1949) expanded

ethical concerns still further with his Land

Ethic—that is, an ethical responsibility to

our environment, including living things, the

soils, Earth’s resources, and whole environ-

mental communities. Potter (1988) then

defined an even wider range of ethical

responsibilities, espousing Global

Bioethics—an ethical responsibility for the

integrity of our planet. This increasing span

of ethical responsibilities has evolved as the

world has become increasingly crowded, with

consequent greater awareness of our global

environmental impacts.

Long ago, Dobzhansky (1958) interpreted

the fossil record of animal extinctions as evi-

dence that the evolutionary system involves a

“Fatal Flaw.” That is, evolution leads to the

formation of species that are adapted specifi-

cally to a given environment, but when the

environment changes, an inability to adapt to

the changes can be fatal to the species.

Changes in environment bring out the Fatal

Flaw. Over geologic time, environmental

changes have brought about the demise of

millions of species. And, of course, environ-

mental changes have led to the collapse of

human empires as well (Diamond, 2005).

Readers of the ASPB News know that our

environment—our local environment, our

regional environment, our Earth environ-

ment—is changing in major ways. Note the

serious changes occurring with population

expansion; urbanization; climate change;

depletion of our major energy sources; dete-

rioration of our major natural resources,

including soils, oceans, and forests; the pollu-

tion of air; the limitations on potable water;

and the copious spread of hazardous waste.

Now, as population pressure combines with

competition for limited resources, major

social damage and upheaval occur (e.g.,

genocide, war). Face it: Our environment is

changing dramatically. Our own impact will

increasingly challenge both our environment

and our social structure.

I suggest that our concentration of ethical

concerns toward anthropocentric and eco-

nomic issues is increasing the likelihood that

Dobzhansky’s concept of the Fatal Flaw may

come to bear. For our culture to survive the

ongoing changes, it seems that our ethical

responsibility will have to broaden consider-

ably. Our political system is not able to focus

on our environmental problems. Our univer-

sity system teaches concerns about ethics but

mostly social/anthropocentric concerns. It is

my fear that our focus on short-term eco-

nomic gains and our scientific focus on high-

ly reductionist analyses and technologies do

not sufficiently address our drift toward

drastic environmental changes, changes that

may outrun our abilities to adapt to them.

Can we claim that our science and our

technologies will allow us to adapt to the

collective changes that we are imposing on

our environment? This is my plea for a

wider ethical responsibility toward steward-

ship of our rapidly changing planet. It is

possible that Global Bioethics may be the

most important concern in contemporary

human history. �
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Commentary

LET US HEAR FROM YOU!

The ASPB News welcomes comments on topics covered in the newsletter and on other points of interest to the profession. Letters are

published as space permits and may be edited for clarity and length. Submissions may not necessarily be published; receipt is not

acknowledged. Mail letters to Editor, ASPB News, 15501 Monona Drive, Rockville, MD 20855-2768 USA; e-mail nancyw@aspb.org.
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Jim seems most at ease when mentoring

his students. In addition to teaching bio-

chemistry to the medical and agriculture

undergraduate students, Jim currently over-

sees five graduate students. As a part of his

international approach to teaching and

research, he encourages all of his students to

seek out research experiences abroad during

their PhD tenure, and so far all have done so.

Two of his students have presented their

work at annual ASPB meetings, and most are

actively involved in collaborations with

researchers in the United States or Australia.

But according to Jim’s former student and

now colleague Rodjana Opassiri, graduating

students will face additional hardship. “The

government tries to recruit students to do a

PhD, but they don’t have a plan regarding

who is going to hire them,” she said. Referring

to his most recent graduate’s fate, Jim said,

with half a smile, “If your requirements are

working as a researcher and living outside

Bangkok, you have to move to Taiwan.” �

Sarah Nell Davidson
snd2@cornell.edu

Postcards from Sarah
continued from page 12

Dear ASPB Member,

Grants are available to ASPB members in

the Education Exhibit Competition. Have

you developed new ways of carrying out

hands-on science in your teaching labora-

tory or classroom? Have you developed

effective outreach tools you’d like to share?

The Education Committee cordially

invites you to share your activity with the

ASPB membership by hosting an interac-

tive exhibit or demonstration at the Edu-

cation Booth at the annual ASPB meeting

this summer in Chicago. The annual

meeting will be held July 7–11, 2007. 

The Education Committee is looking

for new ideas and technology being used

in the classroom or in outreach efforts

and, as an incentive, is offering a cash

grant of $500 and registration costs for up

to three presenters. Your proposal should

be no longer than four double-spaced

pages. It should include a title and the

address and contact information of the

presenter(s). Please address the following

questions in your proposal:

1. State clearly the rationale behind the

exhibit. Highlight the use of new

techniques, pedagogies, or technolo-

gy. How is this presentation exciting

and new?

2. Provide a clear, detailed summary of

how the exhibit will function (a dia-

gram or picture would be helpful). In

particular, it will be important to illus-

trate how the visitors can interact with

the exhibit.

3. Indicate the equipment that will be

required for the exhibit, including

computers, Internet connection, DVD

player, monitor, and the like. Indicate

what you will provide and what you

would need ASPB to provide. We will

make every effort to meet your needs.

Note that awardees are expected to

spend some time hosting their exhibit and

interacting with members at the booth

each day. You’re welcome to choose the

times most convenient for you.

We can’t think of a better opportunity

to showcase your new approaches or new

technology for the plant biology class-

room. We hope that you will consider sub-

mitting a proposal and will join us at the

booth for these exciting exhibits!

Your proposal should be addressed to

Education Committee member Jeffrey

Coker (jcoker@elon.edu) and submitted as

an e-mail attachment (Microsoft Word) by

no later than March 21, 2007. Winners will

be notified by April 16, 2007.

An article in the November/December

2006 issue of the ASPB News highlighted

Education Booth exhibits from last year’s

meeting in Boston. The article may be

found at http://www.aspb.org/newsletter/

novdec06/26ed2.cfm. �

Kind Regards

The American Society of Plant Biologists

JULY 7 THROUGH JULY 11, 2007
HILTON CHICAGO, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Announcing the 8th Annual ASPB
Education Booth Exhibitor Competition in Chicago!
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Name: Barbara

Hass-Jacobus 

Title: Visiting

Assistant Professor 

Place of Work or

School: Indiana

University–Purdue

University–

Columbus

(IUPUC)

Research Area: Plant Genetics

Member since: 2002 

1. Why has being a member of ASPB been
important?
ASPB provides access to the plant com-

munity at large and up-to-date news on

the latest in plant research through its

various publications and services. This

has been especially important to me dur-

ing the past few months as I begin my

new job at IUPUC, where I am one of

only two full-time biologists and the only

plant scientist.

2. Was someone instrumental in getting
you to join ASPB?
My postdoc mentor, Dr. Scott Jackson at

Purdue University, encouraged me to

become a member when I joined his lab.

3. What would you tell colleagues to
encourage them to join?
ASPB provides easy access to a plethora

of plant science research and education

resources, as well as numerous network-

ing opportunities, travel awards, grants,

and the Job Bank.

4. Have you enhanced your career using
ASPB job postings or through network-
ing at an ASPB function?
I did apply for and was offered a job that

was posted through ASPB.

5. Have you had any success at finding
candidates as a result of a job posting at
the meeting or on our online Job Bank?
I have not done any hiring through ASPB.

ASPB members share a common goal of promoting the growth, development, and outreach of plant biology as a pure and applied science. This col-
umn features some of the dedicated and innovative members of ASPB who believe that membership in our Society is crucial to the future of plant bi-
ology. If you are interested in contributing to this feature, please contact ASPB Membership at info@aspb.org.

Membership Corner

6. Do you read print journals? If so, where
do you usually read them?
These days I read print journals only if

the article is not available online or if I

am browsing for journal club or teaching

material. In the latter case, print journals

are still easier to leaf through than elec-

tronic publications when I don’t have a

particular article in mind. Even if the

article is available online, though, I will

always print it out for an in-depth read.

7. What do you think is the next “big
thing” in plant biology?
A lot of money has been spent up to this

point developing some key model sys-

tems, such as Arabidopsis, and collecting

more high-throughput data than we

know what to do with at this time. I

think the next “big thing” will be the

application of what we have learned from

model systems to other species and the

development of new methods to mine

the massive repository of data that has

been collected but not yet tapped to its

fullest potential for new discoveries.

8. What person, living or deceased, do you
most admire?
Collectively, my parents, who have

inspired and supported my career in

plant biology. My mom is a teacher and

school librarian for a small rural school

district and was my inspiration for want-

ing to enter academia. I am continually

amazed by her ability to assimilate new

knowledge in a short amount of time,

create new curricula designed to intro-

duce the students in our rural communi-

ty to the latest in technology and infor-

mation science, and keep an up-to-date

reference library complete with the latest

technology her district can afford. She is

also my first stop for those little bits of

information I can’t seem to find. She is

like a bloodhound at tracking down

information. My dad was never able to

attend college despite a strong desire to

do so, but he knows more than most

people I know who hold PhDs. He has

been a farmer all his life, and his knowl-

edge of agriculture and all things

mechanical surpasses anything I could

hope to achieve in my lifetime. I am con-

stantly learning from him to this day. The

problem-solving and mechanical skills he

taught me when I was growing up are

not things that are taught in any plant

biology curriculum, yet I feel those skills

have played a large role in my success. It

was my life as a farm kid that enticed me

into the field of plant biology. During my

childhood, my parents were caught up in

the economic devastation felt by farmers

across the United States over the past few

decades and saw many of their dreams

fall apart, largely due to circumstances

beyond their control. Yet through their

struggles, they taught me the importance

of family, community, education, and

perseverance.

9. What are you reading these days?
The biology textbooks that I am using in

the courses I teach. I figure if I require

the students to read the material, I

should read it, too. When I do have a

spare moment for “fun” reading, which is

sadly lacking these days, I’ve been reading

Terry Pratchett novels.

10. What are your hobbies?
Gardening and raising houseplants, rub-

ber stamping, counted cross-stitch, and

music.

11. What is your most treasured possession?
I wouldn’t use the term “possession,” but

my family is what I treasure most.

12. What do you still have left to learn?
Everything. The more I learn, the more I

find I have yet to learn. I tell my students

that having a PhD doesn’t necessarily

mean I know more than they do, it just

means I can be wrong with authority! I

will always consider myself a student. �
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Name:

Sizolwenkosi

Mlotshwa

Title: Postdoctoral

Fellow

Place of Work or

School: University

of South Carolina

Research Area:

Plant Molecular Genetics and Small RNA

Pathways

Member since: 2003 

1. Why has being a member of ASPB been

important?

Apart from being home to leading jour-

nals in plant research, ASPB hosts a high-

ly interactive community of diverse plant

researchers and offers endless opportuni-

ties for scientific networking and develop-

ment. I think the ASPB website is the

most comprehensive source of career

development tools and opportunities for

established and emerging plant researchers

and educators. The Job Bank is a very

helpful community resource, and the

Education Forum is very enlightening. I

appreciate ASPB support for K–12 educa-

tion and for undergraduate fellowships

and travel awards. This is a priceless

investment of membership contributions

to secure the future of plant research.

2. Was someone instrumental in getting

you to join ASPB?

Not anyone in particular, at least not to

my recollection. As an emerging

researcher in plant sciences, I believe my

career benefited immensely from daily

visits to the ASPB website to keep

abreast of cutting-edge developments

and trends in plant research. In the

process I discovered tremendous bene-

fits of ASPB membership.

ASPB members share a common goal of promoting the growth, development, and outreach of plant biology as a pure and applied science. This col-
umn features some of the dedicated and innovative members of ASPB who believe that membership in our Society is crucial to the future of plant bi-
ology. If you are interested in contributing to this feature, please contact ASPB Membership at info@aspb.org.

Membership Corner

3. What would you tell colleagues to

encourage them to join?

ASPB’s programs are worthy of support

for their focus on the career development

of young people. In addition, ASPB offers

excellent membership benefits that

include, but are not limited to, discounts

on chemicals, reagents, posters, and liter-

ature; a personal member website; annual

meeting opportunities; undergrad and

grad student awards to attend national

meetings; discounts on registration fees

for ASPB meetings; a free résumé posting

to the Job Bank; and opportunities to

network with fellow researchers. Once a

member, you will find even more worthy

reasons to always remain one. 

4. Have you enhanced your career using

ASPB job postings or through network-

ing at an ASPB function?

I was once recruited for a position that I

first saw in the ASPB job postings.

5. Have you had any success at finding

candidates as a result of a job posting at

the meeting or on our online Job Bank?

I have yet to use this service for recruit-

ment. But I find the ASPB online Job

Bank to be the most resourceful and

timely job service for the scientific com-

munity, so it will be my first recruitment

stop as soon as I get the opportunity to

start my own research group. I highly

recommend it to any job recruiters

engaged in plant research.

6. Do you read print journals? If so, where

do you usually read them?

I do read print journals, from the library.

Still remains a refreshing experience.

7. What do you think is the next “big

thing” in plant biology?

Molecular pharming. I cannot wait to see

plants being used on a large scale as bio-

factories for vaccines and other medicinal

products that would be more affordable

to low-income families.

8. What person, living or deceased, do you

most admire?

Bill Gates, for filling the leadership vac-

uum in the fight against HIV/AIDS. Isn’t

this the greatest crisis facing humanity in

our lifetime?

9. What are you reading these days?

Besides The Chronicle of Higher Education

and the latest literature on microRNA

biology? The Alchemist by the Brazilian-

born author Paulo Coelho (for the third

time, I think). If you long for a brief

vacation away from yourself, get hold of

this book. I am also reading Environmen-

tal Costs and Benefits of Transgenic Plants

by J.H.H. Wesseler (Ed.).

10. What are your hobbies?

Playing musical instruments. I sometimes

daydream that one day I will be my

favorite jazz guitarist, ahead of Jonathan

Butler and Lee Ritenour. I would also like

to see myself doing more volunteer work

in science outreach programs.

11. What is your most treasured possession?

Good health.

12. What do you still have left to learn?

A whole lot indeed—obviously, so much

remains out of sight. I don’t think it

would hurt to uncover more reasons for

this brief transit through planet Earth. Is

there any extraterrestrial life out there? I

wish this question could be answered in

my lifetime. In the meantime, I might try

to learn a new language. What about

Dutch…om het even welke gewillige

Nederlandse privé-leraren uit daar? Or

my own Ndebele/Zulu mother language:

Ukhona ofisa ukungifundisa isi Dutch? �



ment is a must. I know that some editors,

even after years in the business, still lose

sleep over their work. This is very hard to

sustain over a long period of time and can

eventually lead to a breakdown.

To present a realistic picture of the pub-

lishing industry: This part of the business

world is very competitive but also constantly

evolving. Since my move into publishing, I

have seen many changes, including several

mergers and the introduction of new tech-

nologies. Many job descriptions have

changed in the process, and positions that

seemed permanent suddenly disappeared. At

the same time new positions were created,

offering new opportunities and challenges.

The take-home message is to keep one’s ear

to the ground, to monitor developments

closely, and to try to always stay one step

ahead of the game. 

Susanne Brink
Editor, Trends in Plant Science 

plants@elsevier.com
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The Bioethics Imperative XXVII
Faculty Effort Certifications in a Sea of Change: Unsettled Issues in Current Compliance Practices
(continued from the November/December 2006 issue of the ASPB News)

Bioethics

“Mokita”: The truth we all know and agree

not to talk about. Papua New Guinea

Conclusion
“What is being done to resolve the challenges

presented by current compliance practices?

All institutions of higher learning in this

country are hamstrung and are seeking relief

from the consequences of the current state of

affairs regarding FEC [faculty effort certifica-

tion] interpretation, which strike at the core

of who we are as scholars. Some [University

of Washington] administrators are members

of the Council on Governmental Relations

(COGR, an association of research universi-

ties), the Association of American Medical

Colleges (AAMC), and the Association of

American Universities (AAU) Committee on

Effort Reporting, which are all actively seeking

remedies to these problems with the govern-

ment, though this is expected to be a long-

term process with no quick-fix in sight.”(1) 

Society is a better place because of the

research conceived, conducted, and dissemi-

nated in higher education institutions. The

federal government and the taxpayer are crit-

ical partners in our ability to advance knowl-

edge, and thus they have a right to require

documentation of our accountability. Can

we—administrators, government agencies,

and universities and faculty—find an easier,

less convoluted way to document and

account for faculty effort?

I write “The Bioethics Imperative” (TBI)

in an attempt to raise difficult questions, to

seek answers that are sometimes elusive, and

ultimately to open discussion in order to fos-

ter clarity and relief from the unnamed ten-

sions that face academia. One ASPB member

told me that after reading TBI XXIII he was

scared. Wait until he reads TBI XXIV and

XXV! “I’m not scared, Yoda,” says a young

ASPB member. You will be. May the force be

with us.

P.S. Did you know that, technically, if you

buy a pencil on one grant you cannot use it

to work on another grant? �

Next time: Hybrids: when a case involves

more than one type of allegation.

Dina Mandoli

mandoli@u.washington.edu

I thank Brent Stewart (chair of the Faculty

Council on Research, University of Washing-

ton) for permission to quote from the FCR

report on FECs and two administrators at UW

who provided detailed input and depth to the

issues and who wish to remain anonymous.

Reference
1. University of Washington, FCR Report to

the Faculty Senate Regarding Faculty

Effort Certification, January 19, 2006.

Women in Plant Biology
continued from page 11

Now Available Online

HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF PLANT PHYSIOLOGISTS
by J. B. Hanson

ASPB has now digitized as a searchable PDF the History of the American Society of Plant Physiologists, by J. B. Hanson.

The online book is freely accessible to anyone with access to the Internet.

www.aspb.org/aboutus/history.cfm

HISTORY OF THE

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF

PLANT PHYSIOLOGISTS

by

J. B. Hanson

American Society of Plant Physiologists 
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In a letter sent October 11 to Department of

Agriculture Undersecretary for Research, Edu-

cation, and Economics Gale Buchanan, ASPB

President Rick Amasino and Committee on

Public Affairs Chair Gary Stacey outlined

plant bioenergy research areas that could

reduce dependence on foreign oil. Stacey and

Committee on Public Affairs staff met with

the undersecretary in his office November 20

to discuss recommendations in the letter.

Buchanan responded that he is confident

funding will be made available to address

many of these issues during the coming

months and years as ways are sought to

address the president’s energy initiative.

In the October 11 letter, Amasino and

Stacey noted that the president’s Advanced

Energy Initiative (AEI) and the American

Competitiveness Initiative (ACI) are vision-

ary research initiatives that will boost domes-

tic bioenergy production and the national

economy.

Following are portions of the letter:

As you know, the Department of Agricul-

ture is collaborating with the Department of

Energy and National Science Foundation in a

number of important research programs that

address the goals of the AEI and ACI. We

urge you to seek inclusion of USDA research

agencies in the AEI and ACI in future fiscal

year budgets. Inclusion of Department of

Agriculture research agencies in the AEI and

ACI would further contribute to the success

of The President’s efforts to overcome the

nation’s addiction to foreign oil….

USDA–NRI plant research programs on

gene expression and genetic diversity; envi-

ronmental stress; plant biochemistry; plant

growth and development; plant genomics;

biobased products and bioenergy production

research; and other key areas provide valuable

knowledge that plant breeders and growers

will need to sustain increased bioenergy crop

production. As we commented at the Stake-

holders’ Workshop on Plant and Pest Biology,

a five year-doubling of support for these

Amasino, Stacey Cite Plant Bioenergy Research
Opportunities in Agriculture

research programs is needed. The basic

knowledge gained from these NRI research

programs is urgently needed to help transi-

tion to a bioenergy-based economy.

Increased support for research supported

by USDA–CSREES and USDA–ARS is also

needed in the following areas. 

1. Carry out long-term sustainability studies

on plants that are being considered for

energy crops. What is needed are studies

at many geographical locations for many

years in which the productivity of stands

of perennials (e.g., switch grass, Miscan-

thus) and annuals (corn, sorghum) are

harvested at various levels (e.g., 0% of bio-

mass, 100% of biomass) and subsequent

biomass productivity is measured. This

would be a very big experiment because

there are many combinations of location,

species, cropping level, inputs, etc. 

2. Expand collections of species that can be

used for biofuels. There are relatively few

accessions of potentially important bioen-

ergy species such as switch grass and Mis-

canthus in the GRIN system.

3. Improve the breeding systems for peren-

nial C4 grasses. Most of the species such

as switch grass that are likely to be used as

dedicated energy crops are self incom-

patible and, therefore, not amenable to

development of true breeding lines for

hybrid seed production. Basic studies on

the mechanisms of self incompatibility in

the grasses would be very useful for future

breeding programs.

4. Identification of useful species. Are there

additional plant species that could be use-

ful as bioenergy crops?

5. Identification of herbicides that can be

used during establishment of various

energy crops.

6. Identification of pests and pathogens that

are likely to be problems for potential energy

crops. Survey for genetic diversity in natural

resistance to such pests and pathogens.

Develop pesticide management practices.

7. Determine optimal methods for long-

term storage of harvested energy crops.

8. Evaluate fire management practices (i.e.,

how should energy crops be planted to

minimize the danger of large fires). Are

there risks associated with certain crops

or with certain cropping practices?

We appreciate your keen understanding of

major contributions photosynthesis research

can make to bioenergy production. There are

a number of specific research targets that

would contribute to enhanced net photosyn-

thetic production of feedstock crops.

• Responsiveness to elevated CO2. CO2 is

increasing in the atmosphere and will

continue to do so attaining levels 1.5 times

current levels by  the middle of this cen-

tury. In principle, CO2 should “fertilize”

photosynthesis in C3 plants both by stim-

ulating the rate of primary carboxylation

and by suppressing photorespiration. But

the stimulation is often substantially less

than expected from theory. Moreover,

what is already understood about photo-

synthesis suggests a variety of refinements

that would increase the expected CO2

enhancement. Research aimed at under-

standing the determinants and improving

the responsiveness of feedstock crops

should be strongly supported.

• Staying green (delayed senescence). Net

photosynthetic production is dictated by

efficiency of photosynthesis, the amount

of light that is intercepted per day, and

number days that the crop intercepts

Public Affairs

Undersecretary Gale Buchanan
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light. Research aimed at delaying leaf

senescence and the dismantling of the

photosynthetic apparatus in the Fall has

significant potential for improving sea-

sonal biomass production of biofuel

crops.

• Refining photoprotection. Plants, nearly

on a daily basis, experience for a portion

of the day more light than they are able

to utilize in photosynthesis. For this

reason, sophisticated photoprotective

mechanisms have evolved that prevent

damage to photosynthetic apparatus.

However, these photoprotective mecha-

nisms compete with photosynthetic effi-

ciency.  Although the trade-off between

efficiency and photoprotection is clear,

from an agricultural perspective, it is less

apparent how well the dynamic range of

the trade-off is suited for agricultural

environments and productivity goals. In

fact it seems clear that forfeiture of pho-

tosynthetic efficiency may under some

circumstances exceed that required to

prevent photodamage thus reducing net

photosynthetic productivity more than

necessary. It is likely that net photosyn-

thetic production could be improved by

more than 15% by research aimed at

refining the control of photoprotection

processes.

• Reducing photorespiratory losses. In C3

plants, photorespiration competes with

photosynthesis and lowers net photosyn-

thetic production by about 20%. Explain-

ing why the suppression of photorespira-

tion occurs continues to be an important

goal of photosynthesis research. Newly

emergent research tools and approaches

clearly justify revisiting this high priority

goal of photosynthesis research.

• Improving water use efficiency. Plants

are forced to give up a great deal of water

to take in a small amount of CO2; the

ratio of water molecules lost to CO2 tak-

en up into the leaf can be as much as

1000 to 1 under agricultural conditions.

This makes net photosynthetic produc-

tion very dependent on water and very

susceptible to drought. However, water

use efficiency, generally defined as the

amount of biomass produced per unit of

water used, varies among agricultural

plants and even among cultivars of the

same species (e.g., soybean). Research

focused on discovering the genetic and

physiological determinants of water use

efficiency should be a high-priority goal

for biofuel feedstock research.

• Photosynthetic electron transfer. Further

understanding is needed of the basic

photochemical processes involved in

photosynthetic electron transfer. The

objective would be to elucidate the pri-

mary photochemical processes involved

in water oxidation. A more fundamental

understanding of these processes could

provide useful insights into developing

synthetic mimics that could produce

hydrogen from water with oxygen as a

by-product.

• Characterization of carbon-partitioning

mechanisms in plants. The objective

would be to design metabolic engineering

strategies to enhance carbohydrate storage

for biofuel production. For example,

researchers are discussing ways to reduce

non-fermentable fiber, and a promising

way to do this is to modify carbon parti-

tioning mechanisms. 

Metabolic Engineering
To transition to a plant-based energy economy,

more investment is needed in plant research

on metabolic engineering. In order to attempt

to modify existing crop plants (or other plants

that would then serve as new energy crops) in

a way that will enhance their properties for

use as either fuels or as specialty chemical

feedstocks, we must understand the metabo-

lism of those plants, and we must be able to

predictably and accurately modify the metab-

olism in those plants. There is a rapidly grow-

ing and significant body of literature that

demonstrates that production of specific indi-

vidual compounds in plants is not predictable

with current knowledge. Further knowledge

will be needed in metabolic engineering to

change large subsets of metabolism as may be

required for alterations in biomass production. 

Competing with All Imported Petroleum
Market Sectors
We recommend collaborations between the

Department of Agriculture and the Depart-

ment of Energy in identifying ways to derive

energy from a broad variety of plants for

ethanol, cellulosic ethanol, and biodiesel. Both

Departments have relationships with plant

scientists who could share their knowledge on

ways to exploit energy sources in plant cellulose

in switch grass, Miscanthus, trees, wood chips,

crop residues, and other sources of biomass.  

Along with corn and sorghum, there are

future ethanol production opportunities

research could offer with sweet potato, sugar-

cane, and other crops. For sugarcane, research

would be needed to increase drought and

cold stress tolerance. Gains in production in

biodiesel from soybean and other regionally

grown oil seed crops could result from accel-

erated bioenergy research. In addition to

production of biofuels, increased support for

plant bioenergy research could lead to

advances in production of high-value bio-

chemical products, such as superior quality

nylon and polyurethane that have historically

been derived from petroleum.

We recognize that a substantial invest-

ment of new funds is needed for the Depart-

ment of Agriculture to pursue bioenergy-

related plant research recommendations

presented in this letter. It is essential to con-

tinue strong support for existing research

programs. New funds are needed to under-

take these research initiatives.  

Investment of new funds in these recom-

mended areas would result in huge benefits

for the nation and its citizens. With advances

in plant bioenergy research leading to pro-

duction gains in home-grown ethanol, cellu-

losic ethanol, biodiesel, and biochemical

products, American farmers won’t need to

concede a single segment of the nation’s

energy supply market to foreign oil. This

transition to home-grown biofuels will boost

regional and local economies; help lower and

stabilize fuel prices just as food-related plant

research has helped stabilize the cost of food;

reduce the national trade deficit; enhance

national security; and dramatically reduce

emissions of stored carbon dioxide. �

Public Affairs
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Congressman Michael Rogers (R-MI), a

strong advocate of alternative energy, includ-

ing bioenergy, visited with plant scientists at

the Michigan State University–Department of

Energy Plant Research Laboratory (PRL) in

Lansing on October 25. ASPB Immediate Past

President Michael Thomashow and ASPB

Past President Kenneth Keegstra hosted the

visit. 

Congressman Rogers and his legislative

aide, John Simpson, talked with

Thomashow, Keegstra, and 10 plant scientist

colleagues at the lab and centralized

genomics facility for nearly an hour. 

“We did an informal tour and had a small

demonstration on plant genomics. We dis-

cussed the importance of fundamental

research in plant biology and its relevance to

practical applications, mainly the production

of cellulosic ethanol,” Keegstra said. 

Keegstra noted that Congressman Rogers

demonstrated keen interest in bioenergy

research opportunities, especially with regard

to cellulosic ethanol. Thomashow explained

the importance of basic work on plant

responses to stress. He noted the relevance of

this research in many areas, including cellu-

losic ethanol production.

Congressman Rogers is a member of the

Energy and Commerce Committee, including

the Subcommittee on Energy and Air Quali-

ty. The Energy and Commerce Committee

and Science Committee have authorizing

jurisdiction over the Department of Energy.

Congressman Rogers Visits Thomashow, Keegstra,
Colleagues at PRL

The supply and delivery of energy is a major

area of legislative oversight for the Energy

and Commerce Committee. MSU is in Con-

gressman Rogers’s district.

ASPB Public Affairs staff worked with

Congressman Rogers’s office and the PRL in

scheduling the visit. ASPB Public Affairs staff

also met with Congressman Rogers and John

Simpson in the Capitol Building September

13 on plant-related bioenergy research

opportunities. 

Keegstra and Thomashow said they greatly

appreciated the congressman’s friendly inter-

actions with them and his strong interest in

plant research pathways to bioenergy. �

Congressman Michael Rogers (R-MI) (center) and his legislative aide, John Simpson (left),
were hosted by Kenneth Keegstra (right), Michael Thomashow, and their colleagues in a
tour of the MSU–DOE Plant Research Lab on October 25. Congressman Rogers, a member
of the Energy and Commerce Committee, is a strong supporter of bioenergy research,
including plant research leading to cellulosic ethanol. Rogers supports research leading to
increased production of home-grown biofuels to help boost the economy and reduce the
nation’s dependence on foreign oil.

Public Affairs
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Democrats Announce Continuing Resolution Through FY2007
Democrats in Congress announced Decem-

ber 11 that they plan to enact a continuing

resolution to fund federal government

spending for the duration of fiscal year 2007.

Just days earlier, Congress had passed a stop-

gap continuing resolution running through

February 15. The incoming chairmen of the

House and Senate Appropriations Commit-

tees said they would simply extend the mea-

sure rather than attempting to pass the

remaining FY2007 appropriations bills.

Incoming Appropriations Committee

chairs Congressman David Obey (D-WI)

and Senator Robert Byrd (D-WV) said they

would make “limited adjustments” in the

continuing resolution to address important

policy priorities. They said the extended ver-

sion would have none of the earmarks con-

tained in the remaining FY2007 spending

bills. The Democrats said they were placing a

moratorium on all earmarks until reforms

are put in place. Only two FY2007 spending

bills for Defense and Homeland Security

measures have been signed into law. That

leaves about $463 billion in unfinished

agency budgets that will be funded under the

continuing resolution. If the terms of the

continuing resolution are the same as they

are for the current short-term continuing

resolution, programs would be funded at the

lowest of the appropriations bills passed in

the House or Senate or in FY2006.

Unless the “limited adjustments” planned

include increased support for science, this

rarely used, nearly year-long continuing reso-

lution is expected to result in reduced spend-

ing for science and other domestic programs

in FY2007 compared to what the appropria-

tions bills would have provided. �

Public Affairs

February 14
Abstract deadline to be considered
for a minisymposium

February 15
Award and officer nominations
deadline

February 23
Mid-Atlantic Section Meeting
University of Maryland
College Park
http://www.aspb.org/sections/
washington/meetings.cfm

February 24
Executive Committee Meeting
ASPB Headquarters
Rockville, Maryland

Important Dates in 2007

March 3–5
Southern Section Annual Meeting
Mobile, Alabama
http://www.ss-aspb.org/
meetings07.html 

March 15
Early-bird registration cutoff for Plant
Biology & Botany 2007

April 4
Abstract deadline for Plant Biology &
Botany 2007 program book

May 18
Officer election closes

June 1–2
Northeast Section Annual Meeting
SUNY
Syracuse, New York

June 15
Pre-registration cutoff for Plant
Biology & Botany 2007

July 6 & 10
Executive Committee Meeting
Chicago, Illinois

July 7–11
Plant Biology & Botany 2007 Joint
Congress
Chicago, Illinois
http://www.aspb.org/meetings/
pb-2007/index.cfm

September (date to be determined)
Mid-Atlantic Section Crab Feast
ASPB Headquarters
Rockville, Maryland
http://www.aspb.org/sections/
washington/meetings.cfm
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National Science Foundation Director

Arden Bement, Deputy Director Kathie
Olsen, and Biological Sciences Directorate

head James Collins participated with plant

scientists at the annual plant genome

awardee meeting held September 7–8 at the

National Science Foundation. The Plant

Genome Research Program (PGRP) is with-

in the Biological Infrastructure Division

(Machi Dilworth, Director).

ASPB President-Elect Rob McClung,
Committee on Public Affairs Chair Gary
Stacey, Committee on Public Affairs member

Rob Last, and a number of ASPB members

interacted with NSF officials attending the

program, including the reception. 

The meeting offered the opportunity for

new awardees to give presentations on their

research projects and exchange information

with past awardees. Hot topics sessions

addressed novel mechanisms of genetic regu-

lation, training and outreach for tribal col-

leges, and advances in comparative and eco-

logical genomics.

Fiscal year 2006 Plant Genome Research

awardees include Philip Benfey, Volker
Brendel, Robin Buell, Jerry Cohen, Alan
Collmer, Douglas Cook, Ralph Dean,
Richard Dixon, Anne Fennell, Sarah Hake,
Jiming Jiang, Robert Last, Rob McClung,
Richard McCombie, Susan McCouch, Todd
Mockler, Thomas Okita, Jocelyn Rose,

Bement, Olsen, Collins Participate in PGRP Awardee Meeting
Ronald Sederoff, Andrew Settles, Jay The-
len, Clifford Weil, Susan Wessler, Richard
Wilson, and Nevin Young.

More information on their plant genome

research can be found at http://www.nsf.gov/

bio/pubs/awards/pgr.htm. Plant genome

program directors are Jane Silverthorne
(jsilvert@nsf.gov; cooperative agreements),

Diana Jofuku Okamuro (dokamuro@nsf.gov;

training and outreach activities, CAREER),

Anita Klein (aklein@nsf.gov; research sup-

plements, developing country collaborations

in Plant Genome Research activities), and

Anne Lamblin (alamblin@nsf.gov; databases

and bioinformatics). �

Public Affairs

NSF Deputy Director Kathie Olsen, ASPB
President-Elect Rob McClung of Dartmouth
College (center) and Dennis Stevenson of
the New York Botanical Garden participat-
ed in the reception at the PGRP annual
awardees meeting September 7.

NSF Assistant Director, Directorate for Bio-
logical Sciences, James Collins (right) con-
fers with University of Missouri Professor
Gary Stacey, chair of the ASPB Committee
on Public Affairs, at the PGRP awardees
reception. Awardees were delighted to
meet with Dr. Collins, Dr. Bement, and Dr.
Olsen, who joined them at the reception. 

NSF Director Arden Bement (left) and NSF
Deputy Director Kathie Olsen (right, back to
camera) converse with ASPB member Gloria
Coruzzi of New York University at the PGRP
awardees reception. Jane Silverthorne,
PGRP Director, oversees reception activities
in background.

Plant scientists were encouraged through the

ASPB website and ASPB Campus Contacts

mailing in November and December to read

the Department of Energy (DOE) solicitation

DE-PS02-07ER07-12 titled “New Analytical

and Imaging Technologies for Lignocellulosic

Material Degradation and for Multiplexed

Screening for Plant Phenotypes.” 

The Office of Biological and Environmen-

tal Research (BER) of the Office of Science,

U.S. Department of Energy (DOE),

announced its interest in receiving applica-

tions for research that supports the Genomics:

GTL research program (www.genomicsGTL.

energy.gov). In the first part of this solicita-

tion, applications were solicited for the

development of technologies for studying

lignocellulosic systems, real-time characteri-

zation of such systems in the course of pro-

cessing, and other innovative techniques that

could facilitate lignocellulosic material

degradation. The second part solicited the

development of improved methods leading

to high-throughput, sensitive, and selective

phenotypic screening of plant feedstocks.

The deadline for required preapplications

was 4:30 p.m. EST, January 4, 2007.

ASPB posted the notice on its website

shortly after the announcement and sent the

notice to ASPB Campus Contacts.

We appreciate the help of Dr. Sharlene

Weatherwax of DOE–BER in providing this

information. �

DOE Supports Studies of Lignocellulose, Phenotypic Screening
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USDA–NRI, ARS, BARD Research Boosts Nutrients in Wheat-
Based Foods
Funding from the U.S. Department of Agri-

culture–National Research Initiative (USDA–

NRI) and the United States–Israel Binational

Agricultural Research and Development

Fund (BARD) has enabled researchers at the

University of California, Davis, and the Uni-

versity of Haifa in Israel to clone a gene from

wild wheat that increases the protein, zinc,

and iron content in the grain. The cloned

gene offers a potential solution to nutritional

deficiencies affecting hundreds of millions of

people around the world.

“As a major crop across the globe, provid-

ing 20 percent of all calories consumed by

humans, any improvement in the nutritional

value of wheat would have substantial health

benefits for much of the world’s population,”

said USDA Undersecretary for Research,

Education, and Economics Gale Buchanan.

Jorge Dubcovsky at UC Davis and Tzion

Fahima at the University of Haifa designated

the cloned gene GPC-B1 for its effect on

grain protein content. GPC-B1 accelerates

grain maturity and increases grain protein

and micronutrient content by 10% to 15% in

the wheat varieties studied so far.

To prove that all these effects were pro-

duced by this gene, the researchers created

genetically modified wheat lines with reduced

levels of the GPC gene. These lines were

developed by ASPB member Ann E. Blechl of

the USDA’s Agricultural Research Service

(ARS) in Albany, California. The grains from

the genetically modified plants matured sev-

eral weeks later than the control plants and

showed 30% less grain protein, zinc, and iron,

confirming that the GPC gene was responsi-

ble for the changes. Blechl used a technique

called RNA interference to lower the gene’s

expression levels in wheat plants. 

The researchers also found that all com-

mercial pasta and bread wheat varieties ana-

lyzed so far have a nonfunctional copy of the

GPC gene, suggesting that the gene was lost

during the domestication of wheat. Reintro-

ducing the functional gene into commercial

wheat varieties could increase their nutri-

tional value.

Today, nearly all Americans eat enough

protein for good health, but more than 36

million of us don’t get enough zinc, and

more than 15 million are short on iron. The

wheat research, by enriching the nutrients in

one of the world’s leading crops, holds the

potential to improve Americans’ health and

the health of millions of the world’s mal-

nourished people.

The project received partial funding from

the USDA’s Cooperative State Research, Edu-

cation and Extension Service’s National

Research Initiative. Results from the study

were reported in the November 24, 2006,

issue of Science. �

Public Affairs

Guerinot’s Discovery on How Seed Storage of Iron Could
Benefit Human Health and Crop Production
Findings address worldwide iron deficiency and malnutrition

Biologists have learned where and how some

plant seeds store iron, a valuable discovery

for scientists working to improve the iron

content of plants. Their research helps

address the worldwide problem of iron defi-

ciency and malnutrition in humans.

A team led by ASPB member Mary Lou

Guerinot, a biologist at Dartmouth College

in New Hampshire, found that iron is stored

in the developing vascular system of the seed

of Arabidopsis, a model plant used in

research. In particular, iron is stored in the

vacuole, a plant cell’s central storage site. The

researchers also learned that this localization

depends on a protein called VIT1, known to

transport iron into the vacuole.

“Iron deficiency is the most common

human nutritional disorder in the world

today, afflicting more than 3 billion people

worldwide,” said Guerinot. “Most of these

people rely on plants for their dietary iron,

but plants are not high in iron, and the limit-

ed availability of iron in the soil can limit

plant growth. Our study suggests that iron

storage in the vacuole is a promising and,

before now, largely unexplored target for

increasing the iron content of seeds. Such
This image shows where iron (dark) and
manganese (light) are found in a seed.
Photo credit: Dartmouth College.continued on page 25
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NCSB Soybean Genome Mapping Facility Opens
Senator Christopher Bond (R-MO), Con-

gressman Kenny Hulshof (R-MO), and then-

Senator Jim Talent (R-MO) joined with

ASPB members at the University of Missouri

(MU) and the Missouri Soybean Association

(MSA) October 2 in a ceremony marking the

opening of the Soybean Genome Mapping

Facility. The facility is an expansion of the

National Center for Soybean Biotechnology

(NCSB) at MU in Columbia. 

Renovations were supported by Senator

Bond and his colleagues and by the MU

College of Agriculture, Food and Natural

Resources for the crop genomics laboratories

in the Agriculture Building. Directors of the

NCSB are ASPB members Henry Nguyen,

Gary Stacey (chair of the ASPB Committee

on Public Affairs), and David Sleper.

MU–Columbia was recently designated

by Congress as the site for the NCSB. Its

foundation was the Center for Soybean

Genomics and Biotechnology, previously

formed at MU in support of interdisciplinary

research on the genomic structure and func-

tion of soybean genes. The ultimate goal of

the NCSB is to provide innovative molecular

approaches that can be applied toward soy-

bean improvement.

The NCSB is a collaborative program

among scientists at MU, the U.S. Department

of Agriculture’s Agricultural Research Service

Plant Genetics Unit in Columbia, and the

Donald Danforth Plant Science Center in

St. Louis. The NCSB aims to foster research

partnerships with institutions in the mid-

western and southern states, where soybeans

are a major crop. �

Public Affairs

Congressman Kenny Hulshof (R-MO;
second from left) was recognized
for his support of plant research at
the October 2 ceremony marking
the opening of the Soybean
Genome Mapping Facility at MU.
Congratulating him from left are
Professors Gary Stacey, Henry
Nguyen, and David Sleper.

Senator Christopher Bond (R-MO)
(second from right), who has cham-
pioned support for plant science in
Congress together with Senator Tal-
ent and Congressman Hulshof, was
honored October 2 at the MU
National Center for Soybean
Biotechnology.  Senator Bond is
accepting congratulations from
(from left) Professors Gary Stacey,
Henry Nguyen, and David Sleper.

The opening of the Soybean Genome Mapping Facility at the National Center for Soy-
bean Biotechnology at the University of Missouri, Columbia, was celebrated with a cere-
mony October 2 in which Senator Christopher Bond (R-MO) did the ribbon cutting, togeth-
er with Senator Jim Talent (R-MO) and Congressman Kenny Hulshof (R-MO).  Left to right:
Prof. David Sleper (associate director, National Center for Soybean Biotechnology), Dale
Ludwig (CEO, Missouri Soybean Association), Brady Deaton (chancellor, MU), Senator Tal-
ent, Prof. Henry Nguyen (director, NCSB), Senator Bond, Congressman Hulshof, Elson Floyd
(president, MU), Prof. Gary Stacey (associate director, NCSB and ASPB Committee on Public
Affairs chair), and Tom Payne (vice chancellor and dean, College of Agriculture, Food and
Natural Resources). 
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Chory’s USDA–NRI Research on Plant Steroids Will Lead to
Improved Crops
Plant steroids play an essen-

tial role in plant growth and

development and provide

stress protection. Scientists at

the Salk Institute for Biologi-

cal Studies in La Jolla, Cali-

fornia, and the Howard

Hughes Medical Institute,

Chevy Chase, Maryland, are

unlocking the mysteries of

plant steroids and plant

growth. Their research, fund-

ed by USDA, could lead to new plant vari-

eties with desirable growth traits, USDA’s

Cooperative State Research, Education and

Extension Service (CSREES) said in a news

release November 9.

ASPB member Joanne Chory and col-

leagues identified a new protein that stops

the growth process in plants when there is

an absence of brassinosteroids, a type of

plant steroid. These steroids induce a signal-

ing mechanism in plant cells that flips a

proverbial switch causing the plant to grow

and develop properly. 

For a signal to be transmit-

ted to a plant cell, brassino-

steroids attach to a receptor

on the plasma membrane of

the cell like a lock-and-key

mechanism. The brassino-

steroid receptor on the plasma

membrane is called BRI1.

Once BRI1 is activated by

brassinosteroid binding, it

interacts with BAK, a co-

receptor that continues the

reception chain. 

In the absence of brassinosteroids, BRI1

kinase binds with the newly identified pro-

tein, BKI1, instead of BAK, shutting down the

receptor and stopping the signal. This stunts

growth and produces mutant dwarf plants. 

During testing, the researchers found

that reintroducing brassinosteroids into the

system causes BRI1 to bind to the brassi-

nosteroid, and BKI1 rapidly dissociates

from the plasma membrane. The reception

chain continues from there, and normal

growth resumes. 

BKI1-like genes are present in many plant

species, including economically important

crops such as rice, maize, and soybean. Over-

or underexpression of BKI1 in these species

will provide a valuable tool to control the

strength of brassinosteroid signaling in plant

cells and will allow the creation of novel

plant varieties with desirable traits. 

This research was published in the August

25, 2006, issue of Science in the article titled

“Brassinosteroids Regulate Dissociation of

BKI1, a Negative Regulator of BRI1 Signal-

ing, from the Plasma Membrane.” 

CSREES funded this research project

through the National Research Initiative

(NRI) Genetic Processes and Mechanisms of

Agricultural Plants Program. The NRI is the

largest peer-reviewed, competitive grants pro-

gram in CSREES. It supports research, educa-

tion, and extension grants that address key

problems of national, regional, and multistate

importance in sustaining all components of

agriculture. �

nutrient-rich seeds would benefit both

human health and agricultural productivity.”

The findings were published online in the

November 2, 2006, edition of ScienceExpress,

the advance publication site for the journal

Science.

The researchers combined traditional

mutant analysis (turning on and off the

VIT1 protein) with a powerful x-ray imag-

ing technique to create a map of where iron

is localized in the seed. Guerinot was sur-

prised by the finding, because most studies

on iron storage focus on another protein

called ferritin.

“This project is a wonderful example of the

power of using new combinations of tools—

in this case, genetics and high-resolution

three-dimensional x-ray fluorescence imag-

ing—to understand gene function,” said Jane

Silverthorne, a program director in the

National Science Foundation’s Division of

Biological Infrastructure, which funded the

research. “The discovery that iron localizes in

specific parts of a seed opens the possibility

of developing seed crops such as grains and

beans with increased content of this impor-

tant nutrient.”

The findings reveal how essential it is to

look beyond ferritin to understand how

plants store iron. The researchers say the

stored iron in the vacuole is a key source of

iron for developing seedlings. Seedlings that

do not express the VIT1 protein grow poorly

when iron is limited.

In addition to funding from the National

Science Foundation, the study also was sup-

ported by the National Institutes of Health.

The imaging was carried out at the Depart-

ment of Energy’s National Synchrotron Light

Source at Brookhaven National Laboratory.

Other authors of the paper include Sun

A. Kim and Tracy Punshon, both of Dart-

mouth; Antonio Lanzirotti of the University

of Chicago; Liangtao Li and Jerry Kaplan of

the University of Utah School of Medicine;

José Alonso of North Carolina State Univer-

sity; and Joseph Ecker of the Salk Institute

for Biological Studies. Guerinot is past presi-

dent of ASPB. �

Guerinot’s Discovery
continued from page 23
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Joanne Chory
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“Whose exhibit booth is that?” was the ques-

tion asked by many National Association of

Biology Teachers (NABT) convention atten-

dees and exhibitors. It was ours! Paul and

Coe Williams had worked their magic with

plants once again! Our booth was the hit of

the exhibit hall with middle school life sci-

ence teachers, high school biology teachers,

and college/university professors wanting to

partake in the activities and handouts pro-

vided by the Williamses and ASPB. 

This was the first time ASPB sponsored

an exhibit booth at NABT’s annual conven-

tion. This year the convention was held in

Albuquerque, New Mexico, from October 11

through 14. Education Committee member

Jane Ellis and Paul and Coe Williams orga-

nized and worked in the booth during the

convention. Paul and Coe had teachers mak-

ing such things as lilliput gardens and mag-

nifying lenses. They handed out instructions

for these projects and for new fast plant and

bottle biology activities.

Janice Haldeman, biology professor

emeritus from Erskine College, was a major

contributor to the booth. She has published

ASPB’s Presence at the NABT Convention in Albuquerque

many inquiry-based, hands-on articles on

plants for biology teachers. Some of these

articles and others developed with Jane Ellis

were given out to teachers, along with Ziploc®

bags containing materials for teachers to use

in performing the experiments. 

Other handouts that were teacher

favorites included the “How Many Plants

Does It Take to Make a Hamburger?” article

and bookmarks. Our material printed in

Spanish was greatly appreciated. We would

like to thank all those responsible for helping

make this exhibit possible. �

Jane Ellis
Presbyterian College
jellis@mail.presby.edu

Rabson Donation Supports Education Foundation Programs
Executive Director Crispin Taylor and Edu-

cation Foundation Chair Jim Siedow would

like to express their gratitude to Robert and

Eileen Rabson for their generous donation of

stock. The donation directly benefits ASPB’s

Education Foundation, which advocates pub-

lic understanding of plant science and its

benefits to human welfare.

ASPB Education Forum

“We wanted to set an example and

encourage others to do the same,” said Eileen

Rabson. “It’s important that people support

these programs.”

Bob Rabson is former head of the Energy

Biosciences program at the Department of

Energy. Bob and Eileen’s philanthropic work

also includes creating and endowing the

Barbara McClintock Award at Cornell Uni-

versity. The annual award, worth $2,000, is

given to a graduate student “with the best

potential and greatest background merit” in

the plant sciences.

For information on how to make a stock or

other donation to the Education Foundation,

go to www.aspb.org/education/foundation. �

Coe Williams (facing camera), Paul Williams, and Education Committee member Jane Ellis
staff the popular ASPB Education Booth at the NABT Annual Convention. 
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John B. “Jack” Hanson

Jack Hanson’s major contributions to plant

biology were in the areas of the herbicidal

effect of the synthetic auxin 2,4-D, the proper-

ties of plant mitochondria, and the energetics

of ion uptake and calcium signaling by roots,

as well as in the training of countless graduate

students and postdocs in whom he instilled a

love of plant physiology research and teaching.

He died October 23, 2006.

Jack’s Formative Years in the West
Jack was born March 24, 1918, in Denver, the

first child of immigrant parents who settled

in the tiny town of Hereford on the western

windswept plains of Colorado. His coming of

age during the Depression in poor farming

country left its mark: He believed in hard

work and loved cowboy songs of the West.

After finishing high school in 1935, he

enrolled at the University of Colorado at

Boulder, having been awarded a full academ-

ic scholarship and helped by a $50 loan from

a well-to-do rancher. The Depression came,

the money ran out, and Jack had to interrupt

his studies after one year.

In 1940 he joined the U.S. Army, barely

passing the physical because he was so

scrawny. In 1943 he married Becky Hanson,

his lifelong companion, just before being

shipped overseas. He saw action in North

Africa and Sicily and was cited for bravery.

Like many of his contemporaries, he used

the GI Bill to continue his studies and reen-

tered the University of Colorado in 1945 as a

sophomore at age 26. Life was tough, and he

and Becky did menial jobs to make ends meet.

A significant event at this time was his purchase

of a guitar. Finally Jack could start strumming

the cowboy songs he so loved. Subsequently

he obtained his master’s and PhD degrees

with Orlin Biddulph at the State College of

Washington (now WSU) in Pullman on ion

uptake by roots and then in 1952–1953 did

postdoc work with James Bonner at Caltech

with an NRC postdoctoral fellowship. 

At the Department of Agronomy of the
University of Illinois
A year of research at Caltech, one of the few

places in the country where plant biology

was considered to be “hot,” landed him a job

in the Department of Agronomy at the Uni-

versity of Illinois (at Urbana–Champaign

[UIUC], as it is now called). The head of that

department was unusually forward looking

and wanted to hire a few faculty not just “to

grow (crop) plants” but to study “how plants

grow.” In 1953, Jack was 35 and already had a

family, and this was his first real job. The

West still tugged at his heartstrings, but he

stayed in Urbana. His guitar kept him com-

pany and was his link to his youth in the West.

That same year, Richard “Dick” Hageman

was hired to study how crops grow. Jack and

Dick were given one very large lab to share in

Davenport Hall. The first order of business

was to clean out the lab, paint the walls and

the benches, build a plant growth chamber,

and get ready for research. (Start-up funds?

You must be kidding!)

But what to work on? How do plants

grow, and what determines their growth? In

1953 Millerd and Bonner had isolated active

plant mitochondria for the first time, and the

biochemistry and activities of mitochondria

remained a major research strand in Jack’s

lab for many years. The problems of isolating

mitochondria active in oxidative phosphory-

lation from various plant organs (roots,

shoots, scutellum) bedeviled many a gradu-

ate student. Jack gained a strong reputation

in understanding how ion uptake is coupled

with oxidative phosphorylation, and his lab

produced several mitochondriacs. In 1980,

Jack and David Day, who had come from

Australia to work with Jack, wrote the chapter

on plant mitochondria for the eight-volume

The Biochemistry of Plants, published by

Academic Press. 

Auxin and its role in plant growth was, of

course, the hot topic at Caltech when Jack

was there as a postdoc. That nucleic acids

may play a role in auxin action was being

hinted at in the late 1950s and early 1960s,

and this became a major subject in Jack’s lab.

Being in an agronomy department, he

focused on the herbicide 2,4-D, a synthetic

auxin. He showed that 2,4-D had a differen-

tial effect on meristematic and more mature

tissues and that it induced RNA accumula-

tion and the machinery for RNA synthesis,

major contributions from this research

strand. Jack also had an interest in cell

growth (without 2,4-D), and I worked with

him on changes in organelles during cell

elongation.

Department of Botany at UIUC and
Research on Calcium Signaling
In 1967 Jack moved across the street to

become the head of the Department of

Botany, later renamed Plant Biology, where

his infectious enthusiasm and measured

approach brought renewal. He remained

head until 1975. As faculty retired, he hired

new faculty, including Charles Arntzen, John

Boyer, Fred Meins, Larry Vanderhoef, and

Carol Shearer, the first female faculty mem-

ber in the Botany Department. In 10 years,

Jack built an excellent plant biochemistry

and physiology group while keeping tradi-

tional botany disciplines strong.

His research interest turned more toward

the energetics of ion uptake by roots and

specifically the role of calcium. Because of

his work on mitochondria and his familiarity

with the Mitchell hypothesis, Jack was one of

the first to understand and work on the role

of an electron motive force in the uptake of

ions by roots. Jack’s lab found that physical

stress or mild injury of a root dramatically

decreased its capacity for ion uptake caused

by the collapse of the proton pump. The

roots became leaky as a result of the opening

of ion channels. However, upon incubation,

Obituaries

continued on next page

Jack Hanson as a young professor in the
laboratory in Davenport Hall.
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the roots recovered. Shock, they found,

caused a rapid influx of calcium. How all

these events are linked in the cell became the

focus of Jack’s work. 

In 1980 he published a widely used review

on plant mineral nutrition with David Clark-

son in the Annual Review of Plant Physiology.

In his 32 years at UIUC, Jack trained 27 PhD

students and 17 postdocs; his lab also hosted

nine visiting professors.

Recognition by and Service to ASPP
Jack was highly committed to plant physiology,

the discipline he loved, and to serving it. He

served ASPP in different capacities, including

as president-elect in 1972–1973 and as presi-

dent in 1973–1974. In 1980 he received the

Charles Reid Barnes Life Membership Award

and in 1989 the Adolph E. Gude Award with

an unusual citation: “for contributing time,

expertise, and wisdom to ASPP.” While serving

as president, Jack noticed that the (more sen-

sible) practices at headquarters did not con-

form to the bylaws. What to do? Jack, being a

practical man, decided to rewrite the bylaws

and shepherd their adoption through the

appropriate committees and the membership.

When the Society found itself without an

executive director in 1985, Jack took up the

challenge, and immediately after his retire-

ment from UIUC, he moved to Gaithersburg,

Maryland, for six months to become the

interim executive director. While there, he

realized the gap in our knowledge about the

history of ASPP and took it upon himself to

document this history, helped enormously by

his wife Becky. The resulting 277-page book

was published by ASPP in 1989. He inter-

viewed numerous people and was able to doc-

ument the entire history starting in 1923–1924.

Going to Washington DC for 6 months on

behalf of the ASPP came easily to the Hansons,

because they were no strangers to the Capital.

Earlier in Jack’s career, he had made time to

spend a year there, working for the Atomic

Energy Commission, which was then under-

going its transformation to the Energy

Research and Development Administration,

later becoming the Department of Energy.

Boundless Love for Teaching and
Research
When asked what Jack contributed to their

careers, his numerous former associates are

quite unanimous: his love of science, his

enthusiasm for the next experiment, his

focus on asking the right question, his love of

teaching (always by example), and his setting

of clear standards. You always knew when

you measured up and when you didn’t. All,

especially those from abroad, remembered

fondly being made part of the Hanson family

and experiencing the warm hospitality Jack,

Becky, and their three daughters provided. 

Jack was an active collector of antique

clocks, and his house was full of them. In

retirement he continued to tinker with his

clocks, and he also continued his singing

“career.” For 15 years he and Becky led sing-

alongs at the Urbana County nursing home.

He composed songs as well—one of them for

Dick Hageman’s retirement on the subject of

nitrogen—and published two books of chil-

dren’s songs. 

Jack was an optimist who worked hard

and was persistent. He had to be, considering

the conditions where he started in Colorado.

Those of us who worked with him remember

the parties organized by Becky. Invariably

Jack could be convinced to take out his guitar

and sing “Old Dan Tucker,” “I Wish I Was

Single Again,” and other melancholy cowboy

ballads. Jack represents plant biology in a

different age: more gentle, less competitive,

but not less demanding of excellence. We

remember him fondly.

The Hanson family has set up a fund to

help students from disadvantaged rural

backgrounds, as Jack was. If you want to con-

tribute, send a check to the UIUC Founda-

tion (1305 West Green Street, Urbana, IL

61801-2962) and mark it John B. Hanson

Memorial Fund. �

Maarten J. Chrispeels
La Jolla, California

Obituaries

Jack Myers

Jack Edgar Myers, whose

career featured the unusual

combination of serving sci-

ence education and research

and serving children as sci-

ence editor of Highlights mag-

azine, died of cancer on

December 28 in his Austin,

Texas, apartment at Westmin-

ster Manor. He was 93.

Myers, named to the pres-

tigious National Academy of

Sciences in 1975, earned

numerous other honors for contributing to

the understanding of photosynthesis, pho-

totrophic growth, and the

physiology of algae,

including the Charles F.

Kettering Award from the

American Society of Plant

Physiologists. In the pre-

sentation of the Kettering

Award, Myers’s wide influ-

ence on the field was

emphasized, along with

recognition that his “career

shows in an exemplary

manner how wide- ranging

scientific achievement can

be combined with human-

ism, modesty, and wisdom.” In 1998, the

American Society of Gravitational and Space

Biology awarded Myers its highest honor, the

Founders Award, for his seminal work pro-

viding the foundation for practical applica-

tions of algae as a source of food in the

closed environments needed for space explo-

ration.

Following his appointment to the Univer-

sity of Texas faculty in 1941, he spent 58

years there, taking emeritus status in 1980

but continuing to occupy his lab and actively

conduct research until 1999. He authored

more than 100 papers for scientific journals

and publications.

Myers called himself lucky for being able

to “work as a scientist . . . there was always

another challenge, because there was always

another question.”

Jack Myers
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That approach and a devotion to the sci-

entific process guided Myers’s work at High-

lights for Children, Inc., an educational pub-

lishing company founded 60 years ago by his

parents, Garry Cleveland Myers and Caroline

Clark Myers. Writing for children, Jack Myers

later recalled, was “a challenge I hadn’t count-

ed on, but my Pop was of a mind that, ‘You

can do this. You’re a scientist, aren’t you?’”

His duties as science editor began in 1958.

In search of authors, he sought out scientists

“who have a great insight into their subjects.

The limitation is that it is hard to find people

who will write in the language that kids will

find sufficiently easy to be interesting.” In a

typical reaction to a submitted piece, he once

wrote, “I think the author was trying to teach

about a tidal marsh—not tell a story and

make it an exciting place. . . . If we’re going to

have a ‘muddy adventure,’ something has to

happen. And we really can’t have an adven-

ture if we must catalog all the kinds of things

that can happen in a marsh.”

Highlights magazine editor Christine

French Clark noted that “Uncle Jack,” as

everyone at the magazine office called him,

had everyone’s “great respect as a scientist

and an editor and a writer who speaks to

kids in a very honest, forthright way.

As part of his Highlights job, Myers

responded to as many as 400 letters a year

from young readers who asked him virtually

everything from the difference between frogs

and toads to why human skin wrinkles in

water. His answers often were disarming.

When a child asked why “every dog I know

goes around and around in circles before

lying down,” Myers answered, “I have heard

the idea that the circling . . . is a behavior

inherited from wild ancestors. That sounds

reasonable enough, though I cannot be sure

it is the best explanation. If you find a better

explanation, please let me know.”

For Myers, science was “the search for

understanding of our world. All the fun and

excitement is in the search. That’s where the

action is.” He decried the teaching of science

“as a collection of facts. . . .When it becomes

a bunch of facts, it is a sterile and rather

unexciting subject. But the real fact is that

science is an open-ended endeavor and never

deals in certainty. Kids do not get much

exposure to how we know. I think it makes

science a lot more fun, and it does a lot more

useful service for Highlights to treat the ques-

tion: How do you find something out?”

Jack Myers was born on July 10, 1913, in

Boyd’s Mills, Pennsylvania, one of three chil-

dren. He recalled having been a “mediocre

student” until ninth grade, when he was

“fired up” by his teachers of English, mathe-

matics, and general science, the last having

had, in Myers’s words, “a remarkable ability

to stimulate real interest in science among

his students.”

Myers attended Juniata College in Hunt-

ingdon, Pennsylvania, for his undergraduate

work, which included a major in chemistry.

He earned a master’s degree in 1935 from

Montana State University and then chose the

University of Minnesota for his doctoral

work, concentrating on plant photosynthesis

and achieving his degree status in 1939.

He had chosen Minnesota in part because

Evelyn De Turck, a friend from undergradu-

ate days, had taken a job in Minneapolis,

with plans to do graduate studies at the uni-

versity. “By 1937,” said Myers, “we decided to

get married. We pooled our incomes. Mine

was $66 a month, and hers was $33. Depres-

sion days! You could do it then on that

amount of money.” They had four daughters,

and Jack was devoted to his wife and chil-

dren. Mrs. Myers died in 1997.

In 1960, when his younger brother, Garry

Cleveland Myers, Jr., and his wife Mary died

in a plane crash, Jack, Evelyn, and their

daughters expanded their family to include

five additional children. Garry Myers, Jr., had

been the senior business executive of High-

lights for Children, Inc., from 1949 until his

death. As a result of this tragedy, Jack Myers

stepped into a leadership role on the High-

lights corporate board of directors. He served

as a mentor to his nephews, including Garry

Cleveland Myers III, a long-time executive

who was CEO of Highlights for Children

from 1981 until his death in 2005, and Kent

L. Brown, Jr., who started in the editorial

offices in 1971 and is now editor-in-chief, as

well as to his grandnephew, Kent S. Johnson,

who is the current CEO of the company.

Myers’s influence extended to four genera-

tions of the entire Myers family: He com-

bined a great sense of humor, personal

ethics, wisdom, humility, and soft-spoken

thoughtfulness to lead through inter-genera-

tional transitions, always nurturing a strong

commitment to family unity and to steward-

ship of the Highlights corporation.

In 1939 Myers was awarded a National

Research Council postdoctoral fellowship

and joined the staff of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution in Washington, DC, to concentrate on

his studies in photosynthesis.

The University of Texas recruited him in

1941 as an assistant professor of zoology.

Promotions followed, to associate professor

in 1946 and professor in 1948. In 1956, his

title expanded to professor of botany and

zoology. During his years at the University of

Texas, he earned honors for teaching and, in

1959, won a Guggenheim Fellowship.

In 1993, the College of Natural Sciences

at the University of Texas named Myers to

its Hall of Honor. A colleague wrote, “Jack

Myers has been, and continues to be, a true

hands-on research scientist—a molecular

biologist 50 years before this discipline

became a recognizable field of research. He

is the consummate faculty member in the

best sense of the word, and one who has a

pure interest in the learning enjoyed by oth-

ers as well as by himself.” In 2006, Norman

Hackerman, chemistry professor emeritus

and former president of the University of

Texas at Austin, described Myers “as a pure

scientist, very interested in understanding

nature better—and he was a good guy

besides.”

Along with his academic papers and the

countless articles he wrote for Highlights,

Myers published a number of books that

focused on young readers and the scientific

process, including Can Birds Get Lost? What

Makes Popcorn Pop? and What Happened to

the Mammoths?

In the 1990s, Myers devoted considerable

time to training, inspiring, and mentoring

young science and nature writers with an

interest in writing for children. Much of that

work was done at the annual conferences of

continued on next page
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Donald N. Duvick

Donald N. Duvick, 81, of Johnston, Iowa,

died Tuesday, May 23, 2006, at Mercy Hos-

pice in Johnston after a brief illness. Donald

was born in Sandwich, Illinois, on December

18, 1924, the eldest son of Florence (Appel)

and Nelson Duvick. He grew up on a dairy

farm and attended Sandy Bluff Elementary

School and the Sandwich Schools. After

serving in the U.S. Army in World War II in

the European theater, he received a BS in

agriculture from the University of Illinois in

1948 and earned a PhD in botany and genet-

ics from Washington University (St. Louis)

in 1951.

In 1950 he married Selma Nelson, of

Palmerton, Pennsylvania, with whom he had

two sons, Daniel and Jonathan, and a daugh-

ter, Randa.

In 1951, Don began his career with Pioneer

Hi-Bred International Inc. He held a number

of positions at Pioneer, including geneticist/

corn breeder, director of plant breeding, and

finally senior vice president for research, the

position he held on his retirement in 1990.

After retirement, he was appointed affili-

ate professor of plant breeding at Iowa State

University, a position he held until his death.

Don was active in global agriculture affairs,

particularly in the areas of plant breeding

methods, germplasm conservation, and intel-

lectual property. He also continued to carry

out field research that significantly advanced

a genetic understanding of the role that plant

breeders have played in improving the pro-

ductivity of corn during the history of corn

hybrid agriculture from the 1930s to today.

Don was a member of the National Acad-

emy of Sciences and a distinguished fellow of

the Iowa Academy of Science. He was a fel-

low of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science, the American Soci-

ety of Agronomy, and the Crop Science Soci-

ety of America. In 2006 he received the Presi-

dent’s Award from the Crop Science Society

and was posthumously recognized by a spe-

cial issue of the journal MAYDICA.

Throughout his career, he held numerous

offices in scientific societies, including as

president of the Crop Science Society, the

American Society of Agronomy, and the

National Council of Plant Breeders. He also

served as trustee for the International Rice

Research Institute in the Philippines and for

the International Maize and Wheat Improve-

ment Center in Mexico. He served on a num-

ber of advisory boards through the years,

including the National Research Council, the

National Germplasm Resources Board, and

the McKnight Foundation’s Collaborative

Crop Research Program. He published wide-

ly on plant genetic resources, hybrid

improvement, and plant breeding.

Obituaries

the Highlights Foundation Writers Work-

shop held in Chautauqua, New York.

Myers is survived by his four daughters

and their husbands: Shirley and Fred Wend-

landt of Mullin, Texas; Jacquelyn and Jim

Leonard of Lakeway, Texas; Linda and Allan

Anderson of Ashland, Oregon; and Kathleen

and Steve Holland of Spicewood, Texas, as

well as by 10 grandchildren and seven great-

grandchildren. He also is survived by four of

his brother’s five children and their spouses:

Tom Myers of Austin; Fred and Jennifer

Myers of Austin; Patricia and John Mikelson

of Columbus, Ohio; and Marie Jolene Rich

of Portland, Maine, as well as by their six

children and six grandchildren. 

In lieu of flowers, contributions in the

memory of Jack Myers may be sent to the

Jack Myers Scholarship Fund, Highlights

Foundation, 814 Court Street, Honesdale, PA

18431 or to Hospice Austin, 4107 Spicewood

Springs Road, Suite 100, Austin, TX 78759. �

Don’s public service also included mem-

bership in and service on the board of the

Nature Conservancy of Iowa (1982–2005),

from whom he received a Distinguished Ser-

vice Award. He served on the committee of

World War II veterans that was responsible

for the creation of the World War II memori-

al on the grounds of the Iowa capitol. Don

was active in the Johnston Historical Society

and served his church, the Urbandale United

Church of Christ, in a number of capacities

over the years, including more than 50 years

in the choir. He had many interests, includ-

ing vocal and instrumental music, conserva-

tion, prairie restoration, field botany, history,

literature, and gardening.

Don is survived by his wife Selma, sons

Daniel (and wife Susan) of rural Madrid,

Iowa, and Jonathan (and wife Carol Hen-

drick) of Des Moines; daughter Randa (and

husband David Grosnick) of Valparaiso,

Indiana; and grandchildren Alex and Maken-

zie Duvick. His brothers Jack (and wife Dar-

lene) of Tipton, Indiana; Edward of Sand-

wich, Illinois; and Richard (and wife Donna)

of Worthington, Ohio, also survive. �

This article was contributed by Jon Duvick and

Stephen Smith.
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